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Three people who have filed
suit agamst the United States for
rad1at1on bums they claim they
sustamed from an unidentified tlytng object nearly four yea rs ago
continue to hold out hope for the1r
day in court. But a defense attorney for the U.S. Distnct Court m
Houston says it may take years
before the case actually goes to
trial.
"I don't think
it's gomg to be
resolved anytime
soon," said assistant U.S. attorney
Frank Conforti .
"The discovery
process can be a
very time-consuming thing. It's
LANDRUM
not unusual for discovery to go on
for years."
"In other words," plaintiff
Vickie Landrum recently sa1d from
her home in Dayton, Tex.,
"they're waiting
until we die."
The account
of the bizarre sequence of events
leading up to one
of history's most
unusual lawsuits
CASH
- the Cash-Landrum Incident -appeareJ 1n
TODAY, Dec. 4-6, 1983.
The alleged encounter oc curred on the evening of Dec . 29,
1980, when Betty
Cash, Vickie
Landrum and her
grandson Colby
were
driving some
a ruraJ highway
30 miles east of
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Houston. They
say they were
startled by a
COLIJY
large, glowing, diamond-shaped object belch1ng
flames and hovering over the road .
When it ascended, the trio reported
seeing it being either pursued or
escorted by what they later labeled
as Chinook helicopters. They sa1d
they counted 23.
Cash, the driver, sustained ha1r
loss, nausea, diarrhea, lesions and
mild anorexia, and eventually was
admitted mto a Houston hospital.
The Landrums sustained varying
degrees of the same symptoms.
Cash relocated to convalesce with
relatives m Birmmgham, Ala ., m
1981, where her condition remains
unchanged . In 1983, she had a mastectomy .
In January this year, CashLandrum attorney Peter Gersten of
Tarreytown, N.Y., filed a $20 million suit in federal district court .
The motion charged that the alleged presence of helicopters -reported
by several
witnesses.
including a Dayton pollee officer pomted to federal complicity .
The government has demed
any responsibilities. In an April 5
reply, the defense maintained that
the plaintiffs, "by reason of their
act1on and/ or nonaction, were con-

tnbutorily negligent, and by reason
of such contributory negligence the
mjuries alleged were sustained."
Gersten followed up with the
first m what will likely be a lengthy
series of pre-trial discovery requests. Among other things, he has
asked for a list of all military
helicopter pilots on dut y that night
or those with authonzed access to
fly CH-47s. His strategy includes
examinmg their medical records to
comb for patterns of rad1at1on sickness.
To date, Conforti 's liaison inside the Defense Department ha s
yet to produce any results. "I'm a
little disappomted," Conforti said.
"I was hopmg I'd ha ve the informatiOn on the helicopter personnel by
now . It's takmg longer than I
thought."
Meanwhile, Bett v Cash . 55, a nd
Vickie Landrum, GO, continue to
break out m sores whenever ttley
venture into sunlight .
The last time Cash went on a
daytime excursion - to the lake
with her sister and brotheT-in-law
in July - the headaches, welts and
vomiting laid her in the bed for two
weeks. Said she, "I keep thmklni,
'Maybe it'll leave me. Maybe 1'11
get over it.' "
Landrum's concerns for her 10.
year-old grandson's psychic trau ·
mas remain desperate.
"My dream is carrymg Colby
to the best doctor I can fmd and
givina him the best treatment he
can get. But it's gotten to thf' point
now where they owe me," she uid
through tears on the phone.
·~ey owe me."
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Plaintiffs in UFO case
awaiting day in court
By BILLY COX
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UFO conferees gather
from Brewster to Mars
More than 1,000 people came to
the Henry H. Wells Middle School
in Brewster Saturday for the First
Annual Conference on UFOs.
Interviews revealed that they
came from as far away as Venus.
OK, so that was just a joke. But
one woman did claim to come
from Venus. David Clark, a sandy-

'Those are just some of
the loonies • . . The
main feeling around
here is that there is
definitely something
out there -and people
want to know what it
is.' - David Kilmer, 14

Being there
By David Bushman

Manhattan, was not among these.
but she was convinced that UFOs
exist and are piloted by
"astronauts from outer space."
"Just because we can't make it
there doesn't mean they can't
make it here," said Ms. Tate, a
self-described "Judaic Buddhist"
whose profession alternated from
musician to philosopher during the
course of a 10-minute interview.
Ms. Tate said she was
comforted by her knowledge that
extraterrestrials exist. since those
of us on earth are in the midst of a
" hideous apocalypse."
"We're in trouble, my boy," she
said. "We need help . I hope they do
get here."

haired 13-year-old from New
Fairfield, Conn., had heard her.
Clark had been engaged in
conversation with an old man who
was carrying on about the time he
saw extraterrestrials emerge from
a spaceship and begin levitating a
foot off the ground when the
Venusian butted in.
"They could have been my
relatives, since I'm from Venus,"
she had said. "I haven't been in
touch with them for some time."
"Another guy said he knew
someone who punched a Martian
and it felt like marshmallows."
Clark said.
"Those are just some of the
loonies," said David Kilmer, 14,
Clark's buddy. "The main feeling
around here is that there is
definitely something out there. and
people want to know what it is."
Many who attended Saturday's
conference are among the
thousands who claim to have
spotted UFOs hovering above New
York City's northern suburbs
during the past two years - a
major reason for Saturday's
conference.
Alice Lindsay Tate, 67, of

Then, she added : " Be sure and
say that if we do survive our
technology, we'll evolve into a
beautiful, sublime civilization. Use
the word 'sublime,' would you?
Otherwise, I'll haunt you for the
rest of your life."
In case you missed it, she said.
"sublime."
Everywhere you went. people
were talking about UFOs. You just
couldn't get away from it. In the
auditorium . scientists. police and
lawyers were talking about close
encounters and government coverups. It was all rather serious.
Lawrence Fawcett, a Coventry,
Conn., police officer who has spent
much time researching UFOs and
has even written a book about
them, insisted that the government
knows of the flying objects. but
won't tell the public about them .
"One can only speculate why ,''
he said . " If the government was to
be able to duplicate these (UFOs).
it would create air machines-that
no one on this earth could touch .
"These are not ours:· Fawcett
said of the objects. "They are not
of this earth.;'

Outside the school, dusk was
falling . and the atmosphere was
festive . People swapped UFO
stories over coffee and danish on
the front lawn, children with
stuffed animals darted between
and around adults stationed like
the impediments of an obstacle
course beneath the darkening sky.
Alice Salerno of South Salem
remembered the UFO she saw last
July as she was leaving a Mount
Kisco tennis court. Lillian Delease.
42 , a Dutchess County hairdresser.
recalled her sighting last June, in
the parking lot of a supermarket.
Both said they saw V-shaped
formations of flashing lights.
seemingly suspended in the night.
"You just can't talk to people
on the street about it," said Ms .
Delease. "They laugh at you ."
Nearby , 55-year-old Mickey
Resner of Peekskill had set up her
yellow "Snoopy's Dog House" hot
dog truck, and a steady stream of
conference-goers and yellow
jackets were lining up for her
wares.
"Incidentally, that's a UFO hot
dog you just ate," she told a
customer. "It was out of this
world ."
"Where'd this come from ?"
asked one of her helpers. holding a
green plastic trash bag.
"A UFO brought it." said Ms.
Resner. "Did n't you see it fly by ?"
Back inside. Chris Clark.
another organizer of the
conference, was marveling at the
turnout. "Spectacular," he called
it.
" Ninety-nine and nine-tenths
percent of the people here are
straight and narrow citizens who
have seen something and want to
know more about it,'' he said .
''I've only met one person here
who was off the wall ,'' he said. " He
was really weird. though . You
should have seen the look in his
eyes.
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CR: T. Crain

Teen Reports Seeing Flying 'Thing'
By LAURIE FEDON
Times Staff Writer
Seventeen-year-old Jim Martin
never believed in UFOs - until last
night.
The Bellefonte Area High School
junior and his friend Brian Rockey,
16, were walking home from
Burger King on McAllister Street in
Bellefonte at 7:30 p.m., when they
saw a "thing" in the sky.
It was oval in shape, orangeyellow m color and had red lights

across the top. It was spinning
around in the distance, in the
direction of Coleville, when it stood
still for two minutes. Then it traveled across the sky, stood still for a
few minutes, zoomed straight up
into the sky and disappeared, Jim
said.
Jim, who said he never saw a
UFO before and never believed in
them until last night, reported the
sighting to Bellefonte police.
Last week , a Tyrone man
reported that he saw a circular
object with red lights on top flying

near Tyrone . The red lights
reported in that sighting might be
similar to those reported by Jim
Martin, said Scott Crain Jr. of Port
Matilda, investigator for the
Mutual UFO Network. Mr. Crain
said he knew of no other reports of
UFOs last night.
The Tyrone UFO sighting was
reported in Sunday's Centre Daily
Times, but Jim Martin said he did
not read the article until after he
saw the object last night. However,
he said he had heard people talking
about the Tyrone UFO last week.
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UNRAVELING THE
UFO PHENOMENA
HUMAN

HUMANOID

by ltathf Grantham
Th~ Jun~~ of th~ South
Bronx holcfa few ten-ora for
mmlnal lawyer Pct.er Gerat~n. a familiar flgur~ at
Bronx County Courthouae
where h~ bucks a heavy Uck
ol toughguya who break th~
law. H~·• even more familiar
to top ·~cret aovernment
agendea u the 'UFO' lawyer
who repnaenta 'Citizens
Aplnat UFO Secrecy.'
Commuuna from PeekakW
t.o the Bronx and working at
hla Tanytown office. the (Inn
ol Gagliardi. Torres 6 Geraten. In adJUon t.o aervtng u
legal advWclr to Ground Saucer Watch. autng the C.I.A.
for the releaae or hundreda or
aec:ret UFO documenta. Peter
handlea the affairs or humana and E.T.'a all tn a
day's work.
According to Geraten,
"UFO. are technically advanced vehlc:lea po . . lbly
threatening our very exlatrncel" Genten developed hla
paulon for UFO. u a boy.
read1ng every Oytng aaucer
magazine available. Year•
later. u a lawyer. he aubacribed to a UFO cllpptna aervtce. When articles on UFO
atghtlnga from around the
1110rld poured In, he auapected
hla boyhood beliefa were r1ght
on taraet. 110 he wrote t.o nu-
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(left) Ful range of six entitles from actual CE-111 cases
that establish the lix-eotegory system. (Right) Peter
Gersten Indicates on Interesting clipping displayed
on his office woU.

PARITIONAL

meroua UFO organizations
voluntecrtng hla help.
Gentrn lca.med that claasiOed UFO documenta lay In
thr dungeon• or most apy
agenclea. !Deluding the De~
fenae lntrlllgrnce Agency. the
National Security Agency and
th~ FcderaJ Bureau or lnveaUgauon. Wielding the Freedom
ollnformauon Ac:t. he admlt.a
that "Suing the CIA In 1977
waa a bold lawauJt. but It
worked. And It aet a precedent so that other apy aaenctea, once tn litigation. aJao
released 2.000 additional
reporta."
UFO craft have been atghted all over the world. In addJtlon t.o Canada and the United Statu. where a large
object Ia atghted. silently nytng at raptd .peeds wtth an
ability t.o change altitude almost Instantaneously. aeemlng to disappear.
Another docum~nt that Peter aecured raises the que.
tlon, wDoes a Oytng doughnut
about 75 feet In diameter represent present day tecbnol·
ogy?'' Security Pollee at Cannon Air Force Baa~. New
Mexico. obeerved two l1f"'a
about 25 yarcla In dJameter,
gold or allver wtlh blu~ lights
on top, a hole In the middle
and a red light on the bottom.
He t.e1la ola ~nt la..Wt

In Texas. alleging that a UFO
was at treetop level. wtth people 100-reet away. Stranger
.WI. the cran was not characteristic or the usual UFO,
being dtamond-shaped an4
glowtng. No classic UFO has
names coming from lt. There
people were Injured: two midd le-aged women and a boy of
8. They were burned. developed blisters. hair and nalls
fell out. nausea. headache
and diarrhea were experienced and one woman underwent a maatectomy. Thr government has no explanation
for the Incident In spite of the
fact that 20 helicopters were
around the UFO.
Turning to a library shelf
UFO Joumala. Peter aelected
one of t he most extraordinary
UFO documents that reporta
an Incident that took place In
Iran. The D~fense Intelligence Ag~ncy measage reveals that In the late 1970.
American-made Iranian Jets
encount~red several UFOa
that uhlblted a technology
beyond present-day development. One F-4 Jet upon approaching th~ UFO 'lost all
Instrumentation and communication.' On radar. the stu
th~ object was comparable
'to that or • 707 tanker' wtth
Intensely brilliant strobe
ltghta flaahlng blu~. green.

or

or

red and orange In rapid
sequence.
As the pursuit continued .
another brightly lighted ob·
ject came out or the ortgtnal
object and headed straight to·
ward the F-4 . The pUot attempted to fire at It , but at
that Instant . his weapons
control panel went orr and he
lost all communication . The
credibility of many wttneases.
both airborne and from the
ground was very high.
Presenting a provocative
report to a distinguished assemblage of scientists at Mas·
aachusetts Institute of Tech ·
nology In Cambridge. at the
1981 MUFON Symposium.
Gersten revealed 'what the
government would know
about UFOs lf they read their
own documental' These heretofore secret files provide
overwhelming proof that
UFOs do r.xlst. that aom~ are
unconventional aerial objects. showtng beyond a reasonable doubt that they perfonn In ways that are more
advanced than our present·
day technology. And yet. the
government contlnuea to
deny and t.o mlslnfonn the
public
about
extraterreatrials.
Recently. on a hazy mom·
lng In June. the ladlea In the
ad department or the York-

towa PennyaaYe r w ere
charmed
by th e man
who placed an unusual a d.
Prematurely &ray . wllh a
c:arduUy t.rtmrned beard and
darlt bl~ shades that hid his
droll amUKmntl . Prter dictated. ""Rrport UFO aagJ\tl ngs
In Westeheater or Putnam
CounUes. BoomrraJllt shape.
among othrrs. ltC'eTl pnor to
Jan . 24. 1883. Call 631 J 100. Watch the skies!"' A
delugr ol morr than 300 responses followed. with th e
last nported sighting In
Westchester on July 12. and
tht likelihood ol further UFO
sJ&!hll~s In this area .
Anyorw who gnw up wtth
the AdvenluJTS ol Supnman
!"f"mrm~rs the thrill of "ll"s a
bird. n•a a man. u ·a SUPER·
MANf In J984 the scary a nd
uneaplalned UFO. are surfating as the ·great mystery
or the unknown .. With no a d·
vertlslng. no promotion al
rtre•·orks and no commrr·
C"tals. a UFO atghllng would
bump any TV show for first
place.
Walter H. Andrus. Jr .. Dl·
rTt"lor of the Mutual UF'O Network. Int . (MUFONJ. Is proud
that It has become know n
throughout thr world for u n·
bla~d Klenllflc resea rc h a nd
lnvnllgallon. wtth a national
UFO symposium attend~ by
a«~lled Klentlsts whose
reports are publish~ In the
annual Journal. There'a an
endless aupply of wtld a nd
weird Oytng -ucer atoriea for
wrltera who want only to
'spook· thetr readers. MUFON
remove• UFO Investigation
from lhls kind or notoriety.
The UF'O Network attempts
to answrr four basic q uestions about UFOs: are th ey a
form ol apa~raft cont rolled
by an advanced Intelligence
conduC"tlng a survrlllance of
.our Earth. or do thry repre·
sent a manifestation. physical or psychologic, tha i Ia not
understood by prue nt-day
aclence?
What Ia their m ethod of
propulsion and means for unbellevabl~ handling a nd
a peed?
Where do they originate?
Our Earth. our solar system .
In our galaxy 'the Milky Way'
or In some distant galaxy In
the universe?
What can we learn fro m
their apparently adva n ced
aclence through atudy or pos-sibly through d irect commu·
nlcallon . assuming that t he
craft are piloted by beings
(humanoids)?
Dr. Allen Hynek . re tired
Professor or Astronomy at
Northwealrrn Unlven lty.
waa the aclenttflc conauJt.a nt
for the motion picture epic.
(Cloae Encountera of the
Third Kind) written and d lruted by Steven Spielberg.
who created E.T .• a now fam·
ous humanoid from oute r
apace.
According to this aclenUst.
the outatandlng characte~
tic or the baffling UFO Is that
Its route cannot be charted.
When a 747 takes orr. Ita en·
lire course. from departure to
landing. Ia a matter ol constant communication be , tween pilot and control tower.
No UF'O has been sighted In
an ordrrly progreaalon from
one Jtrographlc.al location to
another. II simply dlaappeara .
.~ aeemlngly an Isolated In ·
"' stance In apace and time.
""
But another kind o( Isolauon emerges wtth regard to
wttneaaea who are loathe to
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rrport what they have .ecn
because of r1dlcule by fr1ends
and relatives.. The eyebrows
go up. the wtaccracks now.
"My. my .... poor old ~. he's
n:ally losing his marbles. Did
you hear what he aaw at 2
one morning? A atran~e. &au·
ttr·ahapcd craft with many
blinking lights landed In his
backyard. oul ol .whlch floated some amall human-look·
lng creatures. How can we
beUeve such a nutty story?
He must be cracking up!"
Fortunately. MUFON and .
the Center for UFO Studies as·
aurc people that they can report In complete confidence
with dignity and without
rkllcule.
Another contrtbutor to the
UFO .Journal Is Dr. Alvin H.
Lawson. an English professor
at California Slate University
who teaches a class In UFO
Uterature. the Rhetor1c of the
Unknown. which Is an analy·
sis of the UFO debate.
He offers dcscr1pllons of slx
entity types. based on 2.000
nport.s which have presented
ufology wtth fascinating de5Cr1pllona of supposed allen
life: forms. The six types an:
human. humanoid (human·
like). animal . robot. exotic
and appar1tlonal.
Dr. Lawson finds that most
typrs of reported UFO entitles
ha\·e a \'arlely or possible
causes: wttncsscs have only
their world to draw on for de·
scr1ptlons of thln~s seen. per·
haps the human brain Is unable to respond to the stimuli
or UFO phenomenon. or enU·
ly encounters might be halluclnatOI'}' exper1ences of a totally unrelated nature.
How did Steven Spielberg
C"Ver man~e to make E.T.
such a lovable entity? It could
not have been easy, given the
evidence or beings seen.
Pointing to a framed news·
paper article on his o((lce
wall. Peter said. "The government has not changed Its polIcy of secrecy with regard to
Uf'O data. as shown. by the
headline of March 8, 1982 In
the Fort LAud~rdale News.
' Uf'O DATA KEPT SECRET
BY THE COURT' and the cap·
lion. 'The Supreme Court de ·
cldc:d to avoid a cl~ encoun ·
ter with flyl~ saucer burrs
who demanded access to 135
Uf'O nlated documents hc:ld
by the: ·supc~cret National
Secunty Agency ...
Anyone lnlenslc:d In help·
lng to resolve the Uf'O mys·
tery should wr1te for lnforma·
lion to: Mutual Uf'O Nelwork .
Inc .. 103 Oldtownc Road. Sc·
quln. Texas 78155.
The 1984 MUF'ON Symposium Is schc:dukd for Satur·
day. August 25 from I 0 a .m.
to 10 p .m . at Hr-nry H. Welb
Middle School In 6rew•er
with a theme that's 'aJrnost
too close for corflfort. 'UFO
Slghtlngs In Westchester,
Putnam and Dutchess Counties Dur1ng the Past 2 Yea~r
Admission Is frc:c: . f'or furtltet"
Information . call the UFO
Hotline at 739-6830.
Thanks to the Interest . the
strategy and the persc\"r"rance of Peter Gersten. UFO
lawyer. you'll have an opportunity to hear scientific. observations and explanations
of this enigma from outer
space at the 1984 Uf'O
Symposium.
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The UFO lawyer boosts
snappy plates.
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Man reveals
local UFO hoax
DANBURY - About 20 years ago,
an unidentified flying object was
spotted at East Lake Reservoir. Several people witnessed its flashing
lights skimming the water's surface.
The UFO appeared only twice,
briefly, and has not been seen since.
But The News-Times has learned
that the operators of the UFO, all
humans, were inhabitants of Earth.
One of them, who has since become a city employee, agreed to an
exclusive interview about his journey on the condition he not be identi·
fied by name.
The UFO operator, a Danbury native, was a senior at Danbury High
School when he and friends perpetrated a hoax that he says attracted
hundreds of people and some police
to East Lake's shores one pleasant
summer evening in the early 1960s.
Dozens of UFO sightings have
been reported in the past year-and-a-
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By Paul Steinmetz Jr.
News-Times staff
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half around the Danbury and Brewster regions. Police and airport offi·
cials have attributed the sightings most often of wedges of lights flying
in unison - to airplanes and ultralights, the motorized sailplanes.
But UFO reports are not uncommon and have made headlines for
years.
For instance, on Aug. 2, 1952, The
News-Times ran three articles on
UFOs on its front page. One reported
that "the nerve center of the nation's
air defense admits to being involved
in the flying saucer situation."
A headline on an accompanying
article read: "Those 'Saucers· Are
Really Getting Around." The report
said UFOs had been sighted in both
Korea and Japan, as well as in the
United States.
·
The third story that day was a
first-person account by an Associated Press reporter who chartered
a plane to search for UFOs above
Washington, D.C.
"And not a thing suspicious did we
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see," he wrote. "Just the sun going
down, and after a while a pale half
moon. Later there was a haze so that
the moon looked like a saucer - but
nobody was deceived."
Not everyone finds UFOs laughable.
More than 1,100 people jammed a
Brewster middle school last Saturday for a convention on UFOs, and
heard several eye-witness accounts.
The city employee who helped invent the East Lake UFO was 17 or
18 at the time, he says. East Lake
was a hang-out for teen-agers then.
Often they went up in pairs, intent on
romance after an evening at the
now-defunct Lark Inn on Route 37.
"The road to East Lake was quiet
and peaceful," he said, sounding
vaguely wistful as he remembered
how "the moon would set in the lake
occasionally."
The prank was conceived in the
summer.
"It was pretty hot. We decided
there should be some excitement as
long as people were ther~ looking at
the water,"
He and a small group of friends
stole a couple of the batteryoperated lllinking lights used on construction projects to warn of road
hazards.
With a rowboat, they strung a long
length of twine across the width of
the lake. Then they attached the waterproof lights to a board and slipped
the twine through rings in the board
so it could be pulled across the
water.
They waited until dark one night,
turned on the lights, and pulled the
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contraption from shore to shore.
The first time, the perpetrator
said, the UFO appeared for just one
crossing of the lake. They wrapped it
io a blanket and put it in bushes by
the shore for safekeeping. The twine
remained just under the surface of
the lake, so it was not easily noticed.
1
'Two nights later," he said, "we
<M it back and forth," doubling its
Ume on the water. It then returned
to tts hiding place.
By the time they returned two
nights after that, he said, reports of
tbe UFO had "instigated a smallscale gathering. We found hundreds
of people on the shore, Including police."
0
Co-conspirators infiltrated the ::0
crowd, helping to spread rumors.
:X:
But the UFO didn't reappear.
"There were enough people so we "'d
decided that it was time for the tD
project to stop," the prankster said.
~
He occasionally mentions his UFO H>
exploits to acquaintances in an off- :;
hand way, and he has done some :;:
thinking since his teen-age years
about the fun behind fooling people.
"It is man's nature to try to deceive his fellow man in large numbers in a harmless way," he
theorized. "It attests to one's ability
to put one over on someone else."
He added: "People's willingness to
believe, their ability oot to rationalize, that's kind of interesting."
On the other hand, he doesn't rule
out the possibility that space ships
do bring explorers from other
planets.
"I've never seen one," he said. "I
don't believe in God for the same
reason."
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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
We are still waiting

By Rick Murray
S taff Writer
UFOs over South jersey?
Yes, they're out there .
But then again, it's not hard to
be a UFO. To qualify, all a thing
ting at 2 p.m ., and again on
need do is appear in the sky as
Thursday and Friday nights at
someth ing other than a
8.p.m ., the planetarium will prehelicopter or an airplane. It then
sent an hour-long multi-media
has to stic k around long
seminar on the mystique and
enough for some imaginative
feasibility of UFOs as extrabut obscure person to see it, but
terrestrial phenomena. After
not long enough for ~n influenSeptember I, there will be
tial person to figure out what it
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
was.
Since the first sighting of a night shows as well as Saturday
matinees. The program ends
UFO in the modern era of elecSeptember IS.
tronic media - the one featur"We try to examine the
ing the alleged flying saucer
evidence in an unbiased way,"
over Mt. Rainier in june, 1947says Dr. Zimmerman. "It's very
millions of Americans h<IVe
important that we confront
been wa1tmg for extrathese pseudo-science areas. If
terrestrials to finally overcome
we (scholars) do not speak up.
their shyness and swoop down
people will get the idea we don't
on the White House to turn the
have a case ."
history of mankind on its ear.
The good doctor. in case you
But it's been 37 years now,
didn't notice, contradicted
and not one little green man, not
one crab-like creature, not one himself. He may try to assess
humanoid , monster, Darth the phenomenon in an "unbiasVader, E .T., or even anyone ed way " but the "case" he will
resembling Stephe.n Spielberg, actually be making will be that
has disembarked from a saucer of a skeptic .
Dr. Zimmerman acknowledin a metropolitan area, held a
press conference, and owned up ges that the source material for
his UFO program script is
to its existence.
books written by engineers
Still many of us persist in
believing that, given the zillions re nowned as debunkers of
of planets swirling through in- UFOiogy.
The most respected of these is
finity, there ought to be inPhilip j . KlaSs, an editor of a
telligent life out there
prestigious trade publication for
somewhere.
the aerospace industry, as well
Studies show most of us
as author of "UFO's: Public
figure them to be smart enough
D e ceived"
and
"UFO 's
to travel through light years
Explained."
worth of space. But we also
Contacted by phone at his
figure them dumb enough to
Washington office, Klass said
come all the way out here to
that interest in UFOs, while still
earth just to chit-chat with
hysterically high in the nation's
anonymous poor people who
live in places like Bohunk, heartlands, is already waning
among the small corps of inLouisiana.
But persist we do, and that's telligencia that once supported
study
of
the
why Dr. Erick Zimmerman is se rious
phenomenon.
conducting his UFO seminar
Klass explains that UFOiogy's
three days at the planetarium on
the Ocean County College Cam- most stalwart advocate has
been j . Allen Hynek. author of
pus in Toms River. Next week,
the "UFO Experience" and
Tuesday through Friday star-

chairman of the Department of
Astronomy at Northwestern
University .

Hynek 's book endorses a
scientific response to the question of visitors from outer space,
a thesis based on first hand fi eld
research and not just on the
often dubious accounts of
witnesses.
Not only was this the most
thorough and positive approach
of any UFOiogist up to that
time, the early 1970s, but the
book had additional impact
because of Hynek's former role
as a consultant for the Air Force
who had himself debunked
some sightings as "swamp gas."
Klass said he got interested in
UFOiogy as a hobby about 20
years ago but soon became so
skeptical that he found himself
deeply involved in a campaign
to squash all the nonsensical
sightings and obvious hoaxes.
And the deeper he got into his
detective work, the more he
realized that he was playing the
Sherlock Holmes to · Hynek's
Moriarity .
Klass credits himself with
first finding the discrepencies in
the stories of the two men who
alleged they were taken aboard
a flying saucer by crab-men
while in the Bayou country of
Louisiana. It turned out, says
Klass, that one of the men had
an employment background
riddled with credibility problems; the man also gave his
story to an under-qualified lie
detector operator hired by a
booking agent. The other man ,
according to Klass, claimed he
couldn't take a polygraph test
because he was teetering on a
nervous breakdown in the wake
of his close encounter. Shortly
thereafter though, this second
man was·telling his tale on the

talk show circuit.
But Klass says what finally
has curtailed serious study of
the UFO phenomenon, despite
Hynek's .continuing efforts, has
been the sirnple fact that people
are getting tired of waiting for
that one big moment when a flying saucer finally lands on the
White House lawn.
"In order to keep people's interest the media has to be interested," he says. "And we
haven't had a big UFO flap
since the early 1970s."
That's not to say the public
has lost faith in the existence of
extra-terrestrials. In fact, a small
but highly respected group of
scientists, Cornell University's
Carl Sagan among them, have
given credence to the prospect
by establishing an organization
called Search For Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI).
But unlike the small corps of
scholars and amateur detectives
who believe such beings would
visit earth, the SETI has concluded it much more likely that
our neighbors in space would
prefer to communicate with us
via electromagnetic signals.
SETI originally designed a
device to receive such signals but
backed off upon learning it would
cost $20 billion. The group,
however, eventually convinced
congress to allocate $1.5 million
to cover research and development
costs of a
less
sophisticated system - one concentrating on processing signals
rather than their reception. The
project is being undertaken by
Stanford University in conjunction with the jet Propulsion
Laboratory, but other interest
groups want the device used in
controlling satellites and the
radiosondes on
weather
balloons.
Meanwhile, here in South

jersey, Astronomy Professor
Hal Taylor at Stockton State
College, says his staff occasionally gets a call from someone who claims to have seen
a UFO but those calls are often
referred to the Federal Aviation
Administration
Technical
Center in Pomona which
generally has a rational
explanation.
Bob Testa, an official at the
FAA center through which such
calls are routed, says he hasn't
heard a UFO report locally in
the last three years.
But Bob Warth, a chemist for
an aerospace firm, says the
flame of faith still burns bright
in South jersey. Warth is president of the Society for the Investigation of the Unexplained
an organization based in Monmouth County which boasts
"thou sands" of members
worldwide and "hundreds" here
in New jersey.
The Society's investigators
probe various para-normal
events, says Warth, though they
don't delve into the occult or
witchcraft. "Anything that has
to do with science that is simply unexplained," says Warth .
"There is an average of one
report of a UFO every I 5
minutes all around the world ."
says Warth . "For every actual
sighting that is reported, there
are ten to 15 that are not."
Yes, and like his membership,
there are "hundreds" of UFO
sightings every year in jersey.
Some have logical explanations,
but many, he says, do not.
Then there are still others in
which there is no doubt that
something real and from
another world flew, for a time,
into our midst.
"Last summer there was a
good sighting off Point Pleasant," says the chemist. "A very
reliable-observer saw a conventional aircraft and then suddenly saw a disc-like object behind
it, following in the sky. When
the plane went into the clouds,
(continued o~ page 5)
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the disc veered off and disappeared . A lot of people (along
the shore) see them coming in to the water or coming out of it"
Couldn't those going in be
nothing more than meteorites?
"Yes," Warth acknowledges,
"but what about those coming
out?" Warth says the discs or
saucers are often equipped with
turrets, revolving lights and _
soundless propulsion systems.
Though traveling at tremendous
speeds, they can stop dead in the
air and turn at hard angles.
Among the most exciting
UFO incidents in New Jersey
occurred back in July, 1970, says
Warth .
"The craft landed in Port
Monmouth , in the marsh by the
main street shortly after midnight," says the chemist "Some
fishermen saw it. They proved
to be credible people. There
must have been a couple dozen .
T here were at kast ten people
in nearby houses. You have to
r e member
these
were
fis h e rmen , kind of clannish, and
they didn 't want to be subjected
to ridic ule, but they'd get to talkin g o n c e you had th e ir
con fi de nce.
" They said the craft had a
r e volving red light, a series of
th e m ac tually, and was about 25
to 30 fee t in diameter, tran s lu cent in color, sort of milky . It
hat! swirlet.l the grass around.
knotting it in some places. The
p eople in the houses saw the
c raft go bac k and forth ove r a
d ra in age d itch . The next Jay
th ey say they went out and sa w
foo tpr ints, ve ry large, muc h
la rge r th a n a hum a n's. like that
o f a n a nim a l in shape . We talk e d to ano th e r wh o a c tually saw
c reatun~s trying to knock c rabs
or some kind of marine life on to th e e mba nkment (of the
di tch). th e y we re swatting th e m
a ga ins t th e e mba nkment . Ht'
said th ey w e re ta ll . m a ybe 8
fee t, ha iry a ll o ve r . -;o rt o f Big
F oot-type c rea tures.
W arth goes o n : '"Gove rnm e nt
p eople ca 111 e loo king for
rad ioac tivity . We fo unt.! it s lightly highe r th a n usu al. An o ther
th ing. Thi s w as Jul y. In
S eptembe r. th e gras~ un de r
whe re the c ra ft hau bee n was
very green a nu germ in a ting ... a ll
the w h il e th e o ther g rass was
dy in g.
'" Th e re were a se r ies of
unu s ua l even ts in o ne buy 's
h o m e. Th e lig h ts w o uldn ' t
wvrk . she ll,ept s m e lling this
strange aro m a that wou lu com e
and go. 311rl ::.h e ke pt ha v ing
dre a ms, <..!rea m s that disturb e d
her a ltho ug h th e c rea tures 111
th e m w e r e no t ho s til e o r
anything. jus t trying to co ntac t
h e r. Th ey w e re littl t· c r ea tures.
t hru to fo ur fee t tall. Th t'y h a d
l~ gs a n d ;J fll b b ut no t n o rm:.~!
facia l fea tures. Th e h a iry b ig
things. w e th ink . mi g ht hav 1·
bee n rrc.atu res or robots they used to co llec t s pec im ens. That 's
in kee ping w1th re ports from
o th e r si ghtings
sm a ll
crea tures ge tt ing o th e rs to g o
o ut a nd co ll ec t s pec im e ns. th e m
bei ng b ig to pe rh a ps scare o ff
pcoplt- ...
Fin a lly , says the c h e mis t.
gove rnm e nt age nts s ta rt ed mak ·
ing t he rounds. warning people
to hush up abo ut the e ncount e r
as re po rte rs s w a rm e d into th e
;JJ't'a.

"I kn o w th is so un ds fa r o ut ."
says W a rth . '" Kl ass says this is
all a n a be rr a tio n o f th e min d.
b ut re m e m be r th at w e g c t
r e po rts fr o m pe o pl e wit h
o utstanding c ha racte r. I guess it
a ll depe nds on wh o you want to
bclwve ."
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Area sightings spark UFO symposium
BY LINDA UUDD

Voleea ecboed throup th~ balls of
lteary H. Wells Scboollut Saturday as
u orderly crowd of 1,000 filled the
auditorium In Brewster, N.Y. and
Ot"trflowed out onto the lawn.
Except for T·sblrta proclalmln& ''We
Are Not Alone" and a battery of televi·
liOD cameras accompanied by an en

over-abundance of journalists. the occasion might bne been mistaken for a
&own meeting.
But the diverse croup of teens,
ramUies, and sUver-balred C«M~ples
wbo attended the aU-day event came
from throughout the reciR to team
more about a aubjeet that bas captured
their mutual lnterest...the mystery of
UDeXplained Dying objeda.
11
Tbe free .. UFO Sympo~lum was
scbeduled by the Ceoter for t.JFO
Studies In response to hundredS of
reports It bas received durlnll the put
year and a baJf descrlblnll stranae
Upts over Fairfield, Dutcbesl. Put·
nam and Westchester counties.
Accordlnll to UFO lnvesttaator
Philip Imbrogno. the event was
organized not only to gather eye
witness information but also In the
hoS~e that public Interest will spark a
full scale investigatiOD of the local
phenomena.
11a111 of thole alteDdlna. lUte Mary
Jo Trtven of Brootfleld, bad Yiewed V•
shaped or circular patterns of Ugbt
ovtr tlreir communities tbat
mysterloualy hovered. disappeared
and re-appeared. often sUenUy.
Trtven. a former nurse, put presidentof the Brookfield Newcomen. and
a youtb commialioner. admits that ber
nnt reaction after observing an
llnldentlfled flying object over
Caadlewood Lake wu to block the ex-

perteDee from ber mind. Instead, lhe
decided to attend the symposium In
•ardl of an explanation.
Wbtle speakers refuted - pollee
theorles auuestlnl formations of
ultra-llpts, CeuDu or blJmps u the
real "mystery Oyen," eye witnesses
lbarecl their experiences and compand pbotograpba of Ule objects
tbey'd seea In the sky.
Larry Blacboflberger, a young man
from Brewster, proudly displayed two
mapsbota of a sUeDt, brlpUy-llt.
bouiHbaped object be pbotograplled
over Carmel. N.Y ., 011 July 24. He explaiDed that In order to get the pbotol
be punuecl the obJect In bla car for two
boun and weot tbrouJb two rolls of
fUm.
IIODique O'drllc:oU. a petite bloade
employed by Putnam County's mental
bealtb services department. was con·
froated by brilliant strobe llpts In the
lky u abe drove bome from ber
mother's boule In Kent, N.Y.• on Feb.
•• 1M3.
"I can't describe the brilliance of the
llpts, bright blues, reds and gold,"
abe told the crowd, noting the UFO was
muaive, lileot, and V-shaped. As sbe
followed the object It stopped above a
boale, 15 feet abon the telephone line.
No one responded u abe blew ber car
bonl and ber CB radio was filled with
ltatlc.
"I wutecl It to stay," abe admits,
"But then It went zip and wu gone."
Denn1s Sant. a Brewster town clerk.
watched from bla billslde home as a V•
lbaped object hovered 40 feet above a
tnctor traBor trw:t OD Route A4 and
tbeD came withiD 100 yards of bil

.....

"I didn't come forward rlpt away,"

1111 admits. "But tbeD I fOUDd out many
laM - l t . I thiDk we lbould uk )Ocal
..a IIden! offtdala wbat Ia tbe wor1d
II u.ctnc ewer oar beads."
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Something Foxy

UFOs by Moonlight
-by Foxy Gwynne
Banshees wail, coyotes howl, bats fly
across the moon. But the latest
moonlight attractions particularly in
the Carmel · Brewster area, are UFO's.
So much so that two weeks ago
Henry D. Wells Midsile School in
Brewster a UFO gathering was called
from 10 a.m . to 10 p.m . when UFO
sighters were urged to share their
experiences .
I went expecting to find a handful of
people telling bogus tales, even
thought the meeting had been an·
nounced on the radio and in the papers.
I was overwhelmed by the number of
people attending who easily filled the
school auditorium as well as a.
classroom used by the press for interviews. There were people in the
hallway, and many were even standing
in clusters outside the building. About
50 media representatives were
present-the N.Y. Times, Daily News,
TV Channels 2,4,5, and 7 . In fact, more
often than not, people were writing
intently, tape recording, or honing in
on serious conversations.
Peter Gersten, Director of Citizens
Against UFO Secrecy and attorney for
UFO plaintiffs vs. the CIA, organized
the day. Dr. J. Allen Hynek, head of
the UFO Studies Center, and advisor
for the Close Encounters of the Third
Kind film (renamed from an earlier
working title of Washington Skies)
spoke on the UFO Experience which
has reportedly occurred over 80,000
times in 140 countries. John Fuller,
author of Incident at Exeter, a UFO
incident, claimed to have been a
benevolent sceptic before the incident.
I suppose it was just coincidental that
all three men had gray hair, gray
beards and eye-glasses that lhey were
not Stepford Wives put here by an
alien.
The more I heard of the encounters,
the more creepy I felt. It is quite
convincing to hear a speaker on stage,

but to speak at random t o someone in
the hall who has seen a blinking UFO,
the size of a football field over his
house, is quite another.
Humming
Noel Szund_y of Brewster , who lives
in Sky.ratrk tower on a. treeless hill,
had such a UFO above her last July 12,
at 10:30 p.m . on the night of the full
moon, she said. "It remained almost
still for 25 m inutes making only a
slight humming . Two extrusions came
out of the silver disc like landing lights
and went back in again before it
headed nor th flashing five banks of
green lights underneath which later
dulled to a pale luminescence. I
counted 40 white lights along the side .
One thousand people called in to say
they had seen it. I thought 'if the
parting of the Dead Sea 1 ,000 years
ago didn't do us in this won't hurt us .'
Besides, the Old Testament was
probably speaking of UFO's when it
mentioned the wheel of Ezekiel in the
sky.''
Ms. Szundy told of two Brewster
golfing ladies of her acquaintance who
thought they saw a garbage pail cover
on the fairway . One touched it with her
club and found it squashy. Both were
so startled when it took off and flew
away that they were afraid to speak of
it.
A Brewster mother bundled her kids
into the family truck to take off after a
UFO at dusk. "It was fly ing in a
strange way and so big that a little
plane beside it would have looked like a
flea next to a St. Bernard."
So many sighters in the auditorium
mentioned seeing a UFO on Route 84
that cops may soon
ticket
DWGAUFO's (driving while gazing
at .. .) An East Fishkill man a fter
describing the crackling sound and the
rainbow of colored lights that started
white and t hen went purple, blue,
orange said it was "something I want

"U tbll Ja 10me k1Dd of elabon&e
llllalt'a futaltk: In ltlell. You'r. talk·
Ill aultHDDUGa c1oUar bactlq." ID-

flllliptor lmbropo told thole atteadlq.
He pointed out that DWIY of the
lllbtlnp bave taken place .In different
towu at the same Ume and that
wttnesaea wbo b&ve fU~ reports Indude pllotl, an air traffic controller,
and tbe cblef meterologist at
W~Couaty Airport.
Pollee. be ..,.. play doWII the
aptiDp becaae tbeJ fear thflr pbone
liBel wW be jammed and tboae wbo
need llllltaDee wouldn't be able to get
....... DanbUry pollee. be clalma.
bave bad numerous encounters with
tbeobjeet.
Aecordlng to Lawrence Fawcett. a
Coventry pollee lieutenant wbo recently ~authored a book called "Clear Intent: the govemmeDt coverup of the
UFO experience," the C.I.A. and the
National Security Agency are
wtthboldlng hundreds of t.JFO-related
documents from the public.
"The Ume of the coverup 1s over, "
Fawcett told bls audience. "No longer
wUl we accept the government's explanation that UFO's are reported by
nuts, ll::ooks, fanatics and profiteers.
Any new studies must be open to the
public, for we bave a right to know ."
Mary Jo Trlvers wouldn't object to
further Investigation of the phenomena
ellher. For, after attending the all-day
symposium sbe felt no closer to an explanation.
But. the experience of meeting
fellow witnesses did leave Its mark, for
abe admits, "Wben you realize others
are seeing the :iame thing, it gives it
more sipiflcance. I'll be less likely to
dilmfsa It OOW ...

CR: B. Greenwood
to see agam" while another spoke of
the "spiritual encounter" he felt. "I
hate t o talk about God, but there it
was. "
Animals were reported to stare at
UFO's or become extremely frightened
and nervous while very few people in
Brewster registered fear . This seems
unusual in view of a quote in Fawcett
and Greenwood's Clear Intent by
scientist Dr. Jacques Vallee, who has
studied thousands of cases where
human beings have observed unusual
phenomena. "Whether the person's
psychological structure is being
assaulted by the unusual and shocking
brutality of a murder, or the
st r angeness of a UFO sighting, the
effect is the same."
27,000MPH
The UFO's seem to fit into patterns.
The sound often crackles like a bag
zipper or makes clicking noise which
might be compared to beaters of a
home mixer that were not properly
meshed. The speed range goes from
t hree miles per second to 27 ,000 mph .
The sha pe is often a boomerang V or
less frequently a cigar shape or saucer.
Red, white and green lights are most
popular, or something glowing orange.
Then, too, they have search lights, or
appear as a string of lights . Pranksters
have been caught flying small planes in
forma t ion to simulate UFO's but infrequen tly.
A man named Larry Warren-which I
presumed to be a false name just as his
name in Clear Intent, Art Wallace, is
fictional , spoke to a group of us outside
the school. His story of the Rendlesham Forest in England near the
American Air Force Base at Bentwaters is bizarre. As a security
policeman he was taken by American
Officers into the woods-out of which
anima ls were running. There in a
clearing a disc h overed a foot off the
ground with the appearance of an
aspirin tablet except that it was 50-feet
in diameter and had a bright pulsating
mist inside. Over a field radio unit
someone said "here it comes ." A red
light appeared, hovered over the
tablet, and broke up into particles
without exploding. Both the red light
and tablet were replaced by a bright

(continued on page 6)
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white domed disc. Shadows cast onto it
by the air force men present bent
upward at the head, and as the men
walked and stopped the shadow would
continue to advance one pace more.
The third time they tried walking and
stopping, a light came over the head of
a shadow and moved from one head to
another. Frightened, Larry moved
back into the woods. And here is the
confusion. He spoke of spacemen
coming out of the craft, three feet high
and dressed in silverish suits. he
thought they communicated by· raising
·their arms and. throwing back · their
hclmetless heads. When a noise like a
tree falling frightened them, their eyes
bulged with tension . And then he woke
up in bed fully dressed in his uniform
and muddy to his knees. The book
which tells his tale and the aftermath
of being told to forget everything by
the base commander does not mention
the little space people. Larry told us
this happened in 1980 and after
leaving the service he suffered
bleeding from the back of the neck so
badly it covered his pillow and he was
rushed to the New Britain hospital
where they told him he must have been
around radiation."
Two Dingers
I heard no other talk about spacemen
other than an informal chat with two
men who felt I was somewhat dense
not to know aliens have greyish skin,
no ears, large eyes, "two dingers" for a
nose and a slit mouth. One of the men
told me about The Rosewell Incident in
1948 when a spacecraft exploded in the
Sierre Madre foothills of New Mexico
and split in two. The dead spacemen
within were seen by a group of archeologists just before they were told
to leave the area. "Eisenhower was
called out to see the bodies under the
pretext of visiting his dentist."

I was beginning to wonder what to
believe at this point. Were they kooks?
They looked okay. Certainly the
evidence from the auditorium
eyewitnesses was credible-a school
board member, a horse breeder, a
eommercial pilot, a master of
philosophy and science-but they
never mentioned space people.
However, the Air Force Academy
Textbook had this to say: "This leaves
us with the unpleasant possibility of
alien visitors to our planet, or at least :
of alien controlled UFO's. However,
the data are not well correlated, and
what questionable data there are
suggests the existence of at least three :
and maybe four different groups of I
aliens (possibly at different stages of
development). This too is difficult to !
accept. It implies the existence of
intelligent life on a majority of the
planets in our solar system, or a
surprisingly strong interest in Earth
by members of other solar systems."
Peter Gersten, intent on beating the
government into truth telling about
UFO's is eager for eyewitnesses to send
their UFO accounts to P.O. Box 1402,
Evanston, lll. 60204.
Even the late eminent Dr. Carl Jung
was on the same bandwagon when he
wrote to the Director of the National
Investigation Committee on Aerial
Phenomena: "if it is true that the AAF
(American Air Force) or the govern·
ment withholds telling facts, then one
can only say that this is the most
unpsychological and stupid policy one
could invent. Nothing helps rumors
and panics more than ignorance. It is
self-evident that the public ought to be
told the truth ."
As for me, next full moon (Sept. 10)
I'm heading for Brewster to find me a
UFO.
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Rash of UFO sightings draws
crowd to upstate conference
By James H. Robinson
SPECIAL TO THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE

BREWSTER- A massive number of reported sightings of
unidentified flying objects north of
New York City drew more than
1,000 people to this quiet town last
Saturday.
"We have, indeed, a mystery
here, and we don't know what we'll
find ;' Dr. J. Allen Hynek, the foremost authority on the phenomena
of Unidentified F1ying Objects
(UFO) told the hastily convened
Public UFO Conference.
Brewster was chosen for the
conference partly because earlier
this summer an apparent UFO hovered over local school and a pond,
according to local witnesses.
More importantly, though,
Brewster lies at the hub of hundreds of recent unexplainable
sightings in the skies of four New
York counties and Fairfield County,
Conn. The latest, verified sighting
reported by more than one person
was that of the evening of July 24,
when a large object said to be
surrounded by flashing lights hovered over Danbury, Conn., for 40
minutes.
The conference, organized by
attorney Peter Gersten and astronomer Philip Imbrogno, was, in part,
an attempt to prove the U.S. Government guilty of misleading the
public concerning the existence oi
UFOs, and, "to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that strange,
unusual objects do exist;• as Gersten said in his opening remarks.
He invited the audience to act as
the jury.
The event was covered heavily
by the media, fulfilling another
purpose of the conference - !O
give actual sightings the med1a
coverage Gersten feels they
deserve.
Highlights of the conference
included: numerous eyewitnesses
-several of whom gave their testimonies; photos and videotapes of
objects seen recently over the
area; and the testimoney of three
expert witnesses - Hynek, Lawrence Fawcett, author of Clear
Intent (about past government coverups of UFO reports) and

Imbrogno, chief investigator for
the local chapter of the Center for
UFO Studies (CUFOS), based in
Evansto!l, Ill.
Throughout the day, more than
1,000 people filtered through the
packed auditorium of the Henry H.
Welles Middle School in Brewster
to hear testimonies that they hoped
would clear up the mystery that
began unfolding 2 years ago.

The UFOs were
tracked
continuously from
one area to
another, just as an
airplane can be
tracked
continuously along
its route.
The New York Times added to
the tension and expectation by publishing an article that attributed
the sightings to a hoax by five or six
stunt pilots flying in tight formation in light planes at night.
"There are two approaches
being used here today;• Hynek
explained to the audience, "one
legalistic and the other scientific.
Both approaches will view the
same evidence, but each will treat
it differently. In the first approach,
you'll hear evidence and then vote
on it. In. the scientific approach
we'll just review the facts and see
what we come up with. We have,
indeed, a mystery here and we don't
know what we'll find:' he said.
"I encourage witnesses to speak
out for two reasons: to find and stop
hoaxes and to fulfill the scientific
responsibility concerning the
investigation of UFOs. When I hear
a report I knock it down if I can;•
he said, "because I want to eliminate hoaxes - they don't do anybody any good."
Hynek, who became involved
with UFOs as a consultant for the
Air Force, explained that he be1an

u a skeptic and thought that the
sigbtings "were. sheer nonsense:•
But when he could not solve about
20 percent of the Air Force
sightings grouped into "Project
Blue Book:' he came to accept the
phenomena as real.
"There were too many incredible tales coming from credible
people:• he said.
"It's not a question of belief ..•
there is a UFO phenomenon. There
have been 80,000 reports from 140
countries. There are definite patterns that tum up in the reports:•
he said.
Pointing out that "what lies
behind the phenomena is what the
research is about," he went on to
say that "the main question is not
where they come from or their
means of propulsion, but did the
sighting happen the way the witness says it did?"
"Because of the similarities in
events and circumstances we know
the phenomena is not an illusionpeople actually saw what they say
happened."
Quoting Neils Bohr, Hynek said
" 'Paradoxes lead to breakthroughs.' Science is faced with
new empirical evidence - evidence which doesn't fit the current
scientific picture; it's the things
that don't fit which lead to new
understandings. Now we're trying
to do something about it:•
"The media is starting to pay
serious attention to the phenomena," he said, although serious
damage has been done to ufology
by the "supermarket press" (the
National Enquirer and such).
"Many people .think of little
green men when they hear the term
'UFO' and as a result serious scientists dismiss UFOs. 'U' still stands
for 'Unidentified; " he said. "If we
knew they were flying saucers,
they would be Identified Flying
Objects."
Hynek developed the classification system of UFO sightings made
famous in the movie Close Encounters of the Third Kind. There are
three types of close sightings:
Close Encounters of the first kind
(CE1), within 500 feet; CE2, where
the UFO left physical evidence of
some sort - impressions, radiation, or some artifact; and CEJ, in
which there is direct contact with
beings from a UFO.
Hynek classified as nocturnal
lights and CE1s the hundreds of
recent sightings in Rockland, Westchester, Putnam and Dutchess
counties in New York, and nearby
areas of Connecticut, particularly
Danbury.
"The local sightings are special
for several reasons;• he said. "Most
UFOs are like the Cheshire Cat of
Alice in Wonderland: When they
disappear, they're gone. But in
these sightin~s. the UFOs were
tracked contmuously from one
area to another, just as an airplane
can be tracked continuously along
its route. There are far more witnesses than usual. Past sightings,"
he said, "took place in isolated
areas and had only a few witnesses.
But these are taking place in upper
class urban areas - maybe they
decided they were talking to the
wrong people;• he joked.
"The witnesses are of a higher
caliber than usual;' he said, and

"People piled into
the streets, and
stopped their cars
in the middle of
the street to watch
the UFO."
because these sightings are adulterated by pranksters, we have to
ask, 'Did the UFO do anything that
planes can't do?' Planes flying in
formation doesn't wash. They can't
hover silently, nor move too slowly
or they'll stall out. Also the
sightings were made before the
pranksters got involved, and the
UFO was seen when the planes
were elsewhere;• he said.
Philip Imbrogno, who has investigated UFOs for the past 10 years
noted that since 1982 the number of
sightings in the area have
increased, though they were not
reported in the media.
On March 24, 1983, the five-

intelli1ence." Fawcett then called

tor citizen participation in
"It's not a question government-sponsored
UFO
research. "We have a right to
of belief. . . there know," he said as he stepped down.
Imbrogno returned to the
IS a.UFO
podium to introduce the eyewitnesses.
Although an estimated
phenomenon!''
3,000 to 4,000 people saw the UFOs,
county area was the focal point of
one of the largest flaps in UFO
history. "People piled into the
streets, and stopped their cars in
the middle of the street in order to
watch the UFO," said Imbrogno,
who explained that he had begun
his investigation of the phenomena
believing the people had seen a
group of stunt pilots flying in tight
formation - a hoax that had been
pulled off before.
"But;• he said, "the reports kept
coming in, and people were seeing
it hovering over reservoirs, trees
and houses 200 yards away, with no
sound. They also were stopping
along the Taconic Parkway,
watching as it flew over the roadway."

Case called a 'classic'
Calling the case a "classic"
because of the number of reliable
witnesses, Imbrogno said the more
he investigated it, the more complex it became.
"One witness in Newtown,
Conn., saw it hovering over her
property and she flashed her porch
lights. The object responded by
flashing its multicolored lights.
The witness' great dane reacted
violently to the UFO and was very
reluctant to go outside for several
days after the sighting," Imbrogno
said.
"When the stunt pilots began
their hoax, the witnesses who had
seen the UFO could easily tell the
difference," he said. "They
reported that the lights wobbled, a
slight engine noise could be heard,
and outlines of wing structur.e s
were visible. We have tracked down
some of the planes," announced
Imbrogno, to the delight of at least
one angry resident who demanded
to know more about the pilots and
was given one of their names.
TheJuly 12,1984,.sightings,like
those 15 months earher, pulled peopie out of their homes and cars.
Thgether, the s1ghtmgs generated
the most reports of any such incidents recorded in UFO history.
"Well over 1,000 people saw the
UFO on each of the two nights;•
Imbrogno said.
On the two nights that people in
Fairfield County, Connecticut, and
Putnam, Westchester, Rockland
and Duchess counties in New York,
saw the same boomerang-shaped
UFO flying over their towns. While
the majority of the sightings centered around Danbury, Conn. and
Yorktown, N.Y., large numbers of
UFOs were reported along the
Thconic Parkway from Millwood to
Yorktown.
.
Imbrogno estimated that on
June 11 and July 12, 6,000 to 7!000
p_eople may have see': UFOs m a
smgle 1,400-square mile area.
"In the entire history of UFO
sightings since 1947, I've never
seen a series of sightings of this
magnitude," I~brogno s~id.
Fawcett, ~h1ef mvestigat?r and
assistant director of Citizens
Against UFO Secrecy (CAUS),
quoted from 4000 pages of U.S.
government documents obtained
through the Freedom of Information Act to illustrate his charge that
the government was covering up
the existence of UFOs. Fawcett
recounted nine experiences involving definite UFO activity, which
indicated a possible threat to
national security.
They ranged from the disintegration of a Cuban jet fighter by a
"bright metallic sphere" in 1967, to
a 1979 report from Kuwait about a
UFO hovering over sophisticated
oil pumping equipment doing
"strange things to the automatic
pumping device."
Fawcett also noted a high number of sightings over sensitive military installations in the U.S. He
showed the "jury" a 21-page affidavit concerning government interest in UFOs. The entire document
was censored with thick black lines
drawn through each sentence on
each page.
"Damn it," said Fawcett, "if
there is no coverup, why all the
secrecy? The time of the coverup is
over," he said amid loud applause.
"The UFOs are real. They display
high technology and a high order of

only about 600 have reported their
sighting, he said. In the audience
were about 75 people who had seen
"something they couldn't explain"
in the night sky.
Imbrogno told the New York
'IHbune that at the close of the
conference, a 'total of 1,200 people
told him they had seen something
that could have been a UFO. "It's
very rare that that many people
come forward as the result of a
meeting like this," he said.
The seven eyewitnesses who testified were from various walks of
life. They described basically the
same object: It was large, ranging
in size from 100 feet to 200 yards ;
shaped like a boomerang or a V;
and had several multicolored lights
on it. They all saw it in the open,
unobscured by clouds or trees, hovering near the ground without a
sound.
1\vo of the eyewitnesses, Putnam County employees Dennis
Sant and Monique O'Driscoll
experienced the UFO responding
to their thoughts. When it began to
leave, they would wish it to stay
longer, and it would turn around
and come toward them. The
speakers said they were not
frightened; instead, they "felt
good" in its presence and tried to
follow it when it finally started to
leave, much to the consternation of
Monique's daughter, who earlier
yelled out, "Mommy, get back in
the car, they're going to take you!"
Sant's children ran into the
house when they saw the UFO hovering over their backyard, though
Sant and his father later watched
as it approached within 100 yards
after it had moved some distance
away.
Sant and a neighbor, Richard
Blasberg, never talked with each
other about the sightings until the
day of the conference. Blasberg
and Sant both had "kind of a spiritual feeling about the UFO."

There have been
80,000 reports
from 140
countries.
Other witnesses included
Michael Faye, a New Hampshire
airline pilot; and Vietnam Veteren
Bill Sockui, who saw his first UFO
over the Gulf of Thnkin. He
believes the upstate boomerang is
"under intelligent control." June
Pope, a nurse, said, "It's not of this
earth, that's for sure."
Eugene Bower, who described
himself as a "working-class stiff
who don't know nothin' about nothin,' " concluded his testimony by
predicting the next sighting.
"From what I can gather from the
papers, the sightings take place
between the first quarter and the
full moon. The next sightings
should be between Sept. 2 and 9, so
get out there with your binoculars
and see for yourselves;• he challenged.
The final part of the conference
was a question-and-answer period
involving the witnesses, speakers
and several other ufologists,
including Pete Mazzola of the Scientific Bureau of Investigation
(SBI), Dick Ruhl of the Aerial Phenomenon Research Organization
(APRO), and John Fuller, author of
Incident at Exeter and The Interrupted Journey, the story of Betty
and Barney Hill, two of the first
people to testify under hypnosis
that they had been "abducted" by
beings from a UFO.
Dick said stunt pilots "are
responsible for about 90 percent of
the sightings that were reported.
I've spoken with some of them. I've
seen them fly and land, and I've
congratulated them on their fantastic flying. I've also appealed to
them to stop being children and

(continued on page 7)
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~ In Search ol UFOs
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re you one of those who feel
.
the government has been keep-
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mg back the real word on flying saucers and other supernatural phenomena?
If so, somebody in the Parkfairfax
community of Alexandria is offering
you "your final chance to put an end
to the deception."
An outfit called CAUS, which
didn 't spell out the letters in its
acronymic title, put an ad in the
Pentagon newspaper, the Pentagram, offering "your final chance to
help us put an end to the deception"
by becoming "the cosmic Watergate
Deep Throat." The scheme is for all
interested in joining to file suit
seeking all available government
data under the Freedom of Information Act.
For those interested, the CAUS
address is 3518 Martha Custis Dr
Alexandria, Va. 22302.
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NEW YORK
Sydney H. Schanberg

Must We
Identify

U.F.O.'s?
can't see anything wrong with believing in U.F.O.'s. After all, if it
turns out they really exist, the believers are going to look very good.
They might even become celebrities
-after years of being treated like village idiots. 1llat's what I'm after the fame of being one of the first to
have had faith in the possibility of unidentified fiying objects.
Very recently, a number of sightings have occurred - at night - in
Westchester, Dutchess, Putnam and
Fairfield Counties. The state police
say it's all a hoax- that the "object"
is a group of five or six small planes,
with flashing colored lights and their
undersides painted black, that fiy in
tight formation low over the treetops.
The police say the pilots get a big
charge out of exciting people into
thinking that some strange and unexplained airship is visiting this planet.
No laws are being broken, they say,
so they refuse to disclose the names of
the pilots or the whereabouts of their
planes.
Residents who have seen something in the sky - they describe it as
a V-shape or a circle, about the size of
a football field, noiseless and outlined
in lights of white, green or red- aren't buying this explanation.
"I've seen those jerks five or six
times," said William Pollard, a service station manager, of the stunting

l

pilots. "They were nothing like wbat I
saw ... Nothing like it at all." He said
wbat he saw "was rigid- absolutely
rigid.''

Jeffrey Schmalz, the reporter who
wrote the first-rate story for this
newspaper about this mystery, says
that in his opinion the likelihood is
that what people have seen are in fact
the hoaxing pilots- and then he adds
quickly: "Butontheotherhand.... "
It's the other hand I'm interested
in. Maybe there's something unusual
up there in the blue. What is there to
lose in exploring that idea?
The Government, lacking a romantic nature, is no help at all. A Federal
commission some years ago issued
what it decided was the definitive report, saying that people were seeing
things - that there were no visitors
from outer space, no inexplicable
flying machines and no unnatural
phenomena. Case closed.

People want
'normal'
explanations
for the
abnormal
The Air Force won't even investigate these sightings anymore and the
F.A.A. is downright smart-alecky
about it. "If the pilot's up there with a
clearance and at the right altitude,"
said a spokesman about the latest
sightlngs, "we don't care what planet
he comes from."
Well, Irene Lunn of Mahopac cares.
"1llat thing's not flying over the
F.A.A. It's flying over my house and
my treetops and I want to know for
sure what it Is." About the thing she
saw, she said, "It wasn't an airplane,

CR:

V. White

it wasn't a helicopter, it wasn't a hang
glider. There was no sound at all, you
could hear the crickets."
lbis is far from the first time in recent years that respectable people in
our geographical area have seen unexplained objects in either daylight or
the night-time sky. A wave of similar
reports occurred in 1976 - in the
same counties where the current
spottings have taken place. Among
the spotters were policemen, teachers, housewives, businessmen and
lawyers.
It happened again last year,
roughly in the same upstate locale.
Reports have also come occasionally
from Staten Island.
Explanations offered by the "rational" skeptics over the years include stars, planets, ordinary aircraft, marsh gas and atmospheric
quirks. These seem to put to rest
some sightings - but not all.
I don't know if U.F.O.'s exist. But 1
don't know that they don't, either.
Let's keep exploring - rather than
making wisecracks or calling the witnesses kooks.
There's a part of each of us that
wants "normal" explanations for the
strange things we may experience;
we want security, our world unrocked, our nest undisturbed. But
there's another part of the psyche
that wouldn't mind the existence of
phenomena outside our earthly
knowledge, something that would
show there's more to llfe than our
daily rounds.
I would appreciate it if those who
may feel the urge to write and tell me
I'm encouraging unscientific thought
would stifie that urge. I would also
appreciate not hearing from experts
in the preternatural, such as paranormal psychologists (normal ones are
troublesOme enough).
Ail I want is to be allowed, as a recipient in our system of freedom of
belief, to hold to the notion that
maybe there are events or sights or
objects that cannot be explained or
solved through our existing knowledge.
I would like to belleve in the unexplainable.

Alien Object
Led Him To
New Status
By GARRET CONDON
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stop the flights because of the danger- God forbid they should have
an accident over a populated area.
They've become a public nuisance;• he said.
When pressed, Ruhl revealed
the name of one of the pilots, Ivan
Hir8h, who is on public record at
the Westchester Airport as being
the owner of one of the planes.
The conference ended with Gersten asking the jury for its verdict
- "Is the government guilty of a
coverup concerning UFOs? You've
heard the witnesses and seen the
pictures and videotapes;• he said.
"Thke several days to deliberate
and then cast your vote by calling
the UFO Hotline, (914)739-6830,
and let us know what you think."

Courant Book Editor
Lawrence Fawcett's .writing career
was launched when he saw a flying saucer
while be stood in the showroom of Manchester Oldsmobile 19 years ago.
Fawcett was a 26-year-old window
washer on his
borne from work when
he stopped at the
dealership to look at
new cars. Just after
5 p.m., people outside the showroom
were yelling and
pointing to something in the sky .
Fawcett moved to
the showroom window in time to see a
large, disc like object
descend to a nearby
L . . . : . . . - - - - - - - J electrical substation
and then quickly ascend and disappear.
"It was about the size of a 747," he
recalls. "It didn't have any windows. The
whole thing took maybe 30 or 35 seconds."
That was how Fawc«!tt got his start as a
writer. More precisely, that was the
"close encounter" that sparked Fawcett's
interest in UFOs. And after years of hearing from others about UFO sightings and
of listening to government spokesmen dismiss these experiences as hoaxes or
"marsh gas," Fawcett and fellow UFO
researcher Barry Greenwood decided to
call the government's bluff and use the
Freedom of Information Act to find out
whether government agencies were as
uninterested in UFOs as they said they
were.
From 1980 to 1983 they got more than
.5,000 UFO related documents from military, law enforcement and intelligence
agencies.
"I always said if they [government officials! read their own data , they'd know
what UFOs were," he says.
Collecting the data and putting it in
book form was a spare time writing operation. Fawcett, the father of four, is a
lieutenant with the Coventry Police Department, where he has worked for 15
years. Greenwood works at the Stoneham,
Mass., post office. The pair wrote and
traveled the country in search of secret
reports and memos on their own time.
Fawcett is assistant director of Citizens
Against UFO Secrecy, which went to
court to force the release of documents
that some agencies refused to make public under the Freedom of Information Act.
And when the documents and the narration were compiled and were sent to Prentice-Hall Inc. in Englewood Cliffs, N.J .,
the manuscript was accepted with only a
few small changes.
Now "Clear Intent," (Prentice-Hall;
$17.95 hardcover; $8.95 paper; 264 pp.),
published in a 7,500-copy first printing
July 30, is headed for second and third
printings of 4,500 each.
Now, Fawcett is a rather high-profile
author, which takes him a long way from
his desk as patrol administrator at the
police department.
Last month he appeared on "The Merv
Griffin Show," which he says, was "kind of
scary, in a sense," although Griffin eased
things by suggesting that everyone in
America should read "Clear Intent. "
Fawcett says he has talked by phone or
in the studio on about 50 radio shows, is
expecting a Japanese television crew to
come to Coventry to do a story on him and
will be one of the guests of honor at a
symposium on UFOs in Long Beach,
Calif., this month. His four teenage children and his wife, Lois, have gotten a kick
out of the publicity- especially his television appearances, he says.
In addition, there have been movie offers. And, like most writers who get a
start and then taste success, Fawcett and
Greenwood are already at work on a
sequel, based on documents they couldn't
accommodate in "Clear Intent. " In addition, the publication of "Clear Intent" and
the publicity have brought forth present
and former members of the military who
have UFO stories for Fawcett. Their stories may be collected in a third book.
"It's opened a new world to us," Fawcett says.
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UFO sightings
taken seriously
More UFO sightings
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I read in your newspaper about the
UFO sightings along the Jersey
Shore.
On Sept. 3 at 8:30p.m., I was
sitting on our deck at Beach Haven
Crest, looking south down the inland
waterway when two lights attracted
my attention.
As they got closer I called my
husband then told my grandson, age
7, to look out the window , but he
came out and sat on my lap. By then
the objects were very close. To me
they were balls of fire . I thought
perhaps they were balloons for
Saxton. They sort of floated with no
noise and were 500 feet apart,
keeping that distance in a direct line.
We watched until they couldn't be
seen individually, but by then appeared to become just one.
They were orange and red, as fire .
My husband, who has better eyesight
than I, said they pulsated and had a
grid-like pattern.
Afterwards he tried to find
someone on the C.B. who saw them
but couldn't contact anyone who had
Three people ~now they saw
something strange.
CHRISTINE LAFFERTY
Beach Haven Crest
and Media, Pe••·

The Pennsylvania Association
for the Study of the Unexplained
(PASU) is an all-volunteer, nonprofit research group that takes
UFO sightings seriously.
PASU is comprised of individuals with training in fields of
science, engineering, medicine
and technology and serves as a
nationwide clearinghouse for reports of UFOs, "mystery animals" such as Bigfoot, as well as
many other types of bizarre
incidents.
Located at 6 Oakhill Ave.,
Greensburg , the organization
maintains a UFO Sightings hotline number (412-838-7768) and
attempts to send trained field investigators to the scene to obtain
firsthand information and collect
any possible physical residue for
laboratory analysis .
The organization also main·
tains a major radio communications monitoring facility and
many other types of special
instrumentation.
PASU was founded in 1981 by
Stan Gordon, an electronic technician who has specialized in radio communications. He has been
resea~ching UFOs and the unex:

ftl&. 4Ahl The Onlooker

By JIM HOUGH
Dave Machtel, host on WJIM-AM radio, recently
had a program in which listeners called in to talk
about UFOs.
Dave, not much of a believer in those things,
made a flippant comment on Tuesday and challenged a UFO to stop in an pick him up.
That's when some strange things began happening. A buzzing and clicking noise began interfering
with the station's NBC network pickup from the
satellite. Brian Halter, WJIM program director,
began making phone calls to check it out. NBC said
they had no problem with the signal from their end.
"The problem has continued for several days,"
Halter said, "and someone came into the station
the other night to report a strange sighting in the
sky over this area. It's pretty darned eerie, if you
ask me. Has the Onlooker had any such reports?
Do you believe in UFOs?" Halter asked.
I don't know, Brian, but if I were you. I'd tell
Machtel to apologize to that thing right away. Either that or have your call letters changed from
WJIM to WUFO.
Come on, Dave, don't stir up that UFO junk
again. It makes life miserable for every reporter in
town.
If you've seen a UFO lately, call Dave, not the
Onlooker. He's on the air each afternoon at 2:05
p.m.

UF0

plained for the past 24 years and
has written numerous articles on
these subjects.
"We stay away from ghosts ,"
Director Stan Gordon explains
good naturedly . "We're more interested in scientific proof. For example, we've been looking into
cougar sighting& up in Armstrong
County and just last Saturday
there was a black panther sighting around West Newton. Believe
it or not, the cougar is supposed to
have been exctinct in Western
Pennsylvania since the 1890s. "
"As far as UFOs go, last year
was one of our biggest years for
sightings," Gordon told The
Spirit. "Actually the sightings
never stop. We get reports every
month . Most of them , it's true, can
be explained but some of them can
not."
" During a rash ofsightings last
year of large, structured o bject s,
where even ' windows' could be
seen, we had a report in broad
daylight from Jeannette by s om e
real down to earth people.
" Officially, the government is
not supposed to be involved , but
through the Freedom of Information Act, we've found that the military and the government J.o take
them seriously.
" In October of '83 for example.
up by Altoona, a woman 's ca r was
partly lifted off the ground and a
high pitched sound has left her
with hearing loss and low level
radiation that has caused her to
lose her hair.
" We get reports from the
Jeannette, Harrison City a nd
Level Green area every year ,
Gordon continued. " Even th ough
a lot of people don 't want to get
involved and open themselves up
to possible ridicule. However, we
investigate reports confidentially
and it's important that people tell
us what they 've seen so we can
coorelate these sightings."
Gordon explains that The Pennsylvania Association for the
Study of the Unexplained is not a
" UFO Club" and that all the
members are specialists. Hi s own
conclusions, based on thousan ds
of cases and interviews and in vestigations, are that there are probably two types of UFOs: th ose
that are manifested physcia lly
and those that are not.
" I have to conclude that these
are intelligently controlled vehicles from beyond our world," Gordon states matter-of-f actly.
"There have just been too m a n y
sightings and too much strong
physical evidence on the ground
to ignore them."

CR: S. Gordon
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Local woman has sighting
By RALPH NICHOLS
Appeal Staff Writer

Gail Edwards was not watching an epiiiOde of
"V." She did not even have her TV on this morning.
But Edwards says she saw aomethi~W which could
have been straight out of a science fictim show - a
Uli'O.
She was playing cards with her daughter about 3
a .m . when she says she noticed a brighUy<olored
object hovering high about Mexican Dam, east of
Canon City.
With her daughter, Edwards says abe watched
the red, blue, yellow and green lights flash Hke the
"lllbfa on a Chriatmaa tree'' for about an hour.

"I thought it was an airplane flying over the
mountain, but it did not move," Edwards said. "I

told my daughter, 'I think we have somet~rw to
watch here:'"
Sbe called the Canon City Sheriff's Departml"jllt
whicb 1e11t two deputies to check the area. Edwards
said the deputies watched the object for a while with
them.

The Sheriff's Department cbecked with the FaUon
Air Force 8aae and Reno Flight Service to see if any
aircraft or weather balloons were in the area this
rnornl~. The Reno Flight Service reported recordtrw an object briefly on ita radar this morning.
The unidentified flyiDI object reportedly beaded
toward Lake Tahoe, said a Sheriff's Department
spokesman.
As for Edwards, she finished her card game and
went to bed.
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tM UiDnelota toWDJ of PiDe City, Gbeat, Scaadia, Lake City, up and down
tbe Red River Valley aDd, m01t famoualy, in Warren, wbere Marshall

County deputy sheriff Val Jobnlon tangled with something mysterious

Joe
Soucheray

Extraterrestrials shy
about trying city life
It was about a week ago when people in Thief River Falls reported
seeing strange lights in the sky.
Because these were mysterious flashing lights, there being no other
tind normally reported in the hours after midnight, witnesses were
eompelled oo inform the clerk in an all-night convenience store that they
were not crazy. They just bad to tell someone, they said.
The clerk, for her part, indicated that the people were not drunk, thus
removing the obstacles of competency and sobriety, which routinely are
thrown into the way of scientific merit. The only missinl element was the
corroboration of a sheriff, a justice of the peace or any elected official.
The latter arrived like clockwork. The same night, a Red Lake County
deputy sheriff said be, too, watched the strange lights, for an hour.
Witnessed by sober civilians who proclaimed their own sanity, and given
the official stamp of approval by an officer of the law, the strange,
flashing lights in Thief River Falls thereby entered the public record.
Well, here we go again, and I don't believe it. That is not to say I doubt
the good people of Thief River Falls. They saw what they saw. What I
don't believe is that yet another UFO chole a rural area to descend on.
Don't these creatures from oater space ever crave a good restaurant, a
shopping mall, a play or a film? Why don't they come to a city?
Just once, ships from outer space should take the precaution of landing
in Manhattan or, closer to home, in the parting lot at Rosedale at 2 p.m.
oa a Saturday afternoon. Then we would have something to believe, •e
who live in cities aud have formed the bias that we are entirely too
De&Iected by eJ:traterrestrials.
Just in the last decade, unidentified flying objects have been sighted in

JOURNAL, Albuquerque, NM- Oct. 14, 1984

CR: F. Hudson

NMSU Sued Over UFO Class
lliE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GRANTS- A Grants man bas
filed a federal l.!wsuit against
Grants Branca College of New
Mexico State University because
colle,e officials wOMidn 't let him
teach a non-credit called
"Government -. a ftleiChboring
?Janet."
Lynn E. Rhoderielt ~ "the
lawsuit in fedGral ~rt ill Albuquerque last w~. ~ intervention by a federal Ja,aqe in
Ute matter.
According to the lawsuit,
bhncb director PeaD.ie Golwllez
denied permi.s&ion. tt> ~h the
course, whd Rboderlc:t said
would be base4 on a 1.006-page
bGok that CODCet'DS l.Mlidentified
flr{ng objects.
••The origin .t ttle ~ is conr.oversial," Rhoderick said in an

that smashed up his car. The entanglement allo left him disoriented and
IUfferiDg from what doctors called "welder bums" of the eyes.
It was in late August 1979, incidentally, when Johnson, out on patrol,
encountered the flying object that dove at his car, breaking all its lights
and bendinl its two antennas.
In addition, there was a visit to Stillwater in 1982, but that one turned
out to be a balloon. And, may she rest in peace, a St. Paul woman named
Laverne Landis died in 1982 after spending four weeks in a car waiting
for an unidentified flying object to visit her at Loon Lake in northern
Minnesota. You can look it up.
Wisconsin bas not been without its sightings, most notably the Pierce
County triangle sightings in April197S. Residents of Elmwood, Ellsworth
and Plum City reported seeing a UFO that was variously described as
looking like a giant felt tip pen, or a red, white and blue cigar. In either
case it was as big as a football field.
The Pierce County visit was almost as strange as the warm fall night
lD 1973 when Charlie Hickson and Calvin Parker said they were visited
by claw men from outer space who landed their craft near where Hickson
and Parker were fishing in Pascagoula, Miss. Hickson and Parker made
the cover of Rolling Stone.
But enough. There is no significance to any of the Minnesota or
Wisconsin sightings es:cept that they preceeded or foUowed generally
mild winters and that a good percentage of them occurred with
Republicans in the White House.
There won't be a significant sighting until the UFOs quit their rural
visitations and make a run into town, any town, so long as it's a big one.
1 want a UFO to visit Los Angeles or Chicago. Miami will do, or St.
Louis, Detroit, Sl Paul or Boston. This is no reflection on the residents of
small towns, but rather the wish that one of these ships would land where
it could get a proper welcome from one of the television news teams.
After years and years of making es:clusively rural visits, what do we
really know about flying saucers and their occupants? Nothing. Nothing
ncept that there isn't very intelligent life out there. These beings come
down bere, unfailingly end up lost out in the sticks, maybe burn up a litUe
patch on a corn field or dent up a cop car, and then they 10 home.
They can't drive very well. In the cue of Landis, they failed to keep an
appointment. They present themselves clumsily, or did to Hickson and

Parker.
Worse, they are ostentatious. An intelligent being would not drive

around in a felt tip pen the size of a football field.
I don't believe it.

STAR-TRIBUNE, Minneapolis, MN- Sept. 7, 1984

Woman reports seeing
UFO in north of state

interview. " It is mysterious. It is
supernatural."
He said the book, published in
1955, "bad no human author. It
was transmitted through a human
subject."

Evet)'Jl Jobnsoo looted out ber betllroom window at 4:31 a.m. W...._.
day wfter lettlq ber bowtln& dotiDto
tbe t..e.

Rhoderick, a teacher. in the
Grants Municipal School District,
said he bad signed up. about 20
people for the proposed course,
which he bad planned to teach last

Sbe was startled to see a lilbted
orange-wblte saucer1baped object
hovertna in tbe sky to tbe west ot ber
farmyard near Pitt, In northern MIDnesota, sbe said.

falL

JobiiiSOO. a dispatcher for tbe Lake
of tbe WOOds County sberttrs oftk:e
In Baudette about 9 mUes to tbe
nortlleest. said sbe stared at tbe ~
ject for about a miDute, tben ran
upstatrs to wake ber dalllbter.

He said be wrote to Gonzalez
after permission to teach the
course was denied, but received
no reply.
Gonzalez said be turned down
the course because be believed it
dealt with "religious doctrine."
He said the matter had been
turned over to the university's
attorneys and that any further
comment would have to come
from them.

"I was screamlq so loud slle tbolllbt
I was crazy," she said. By tbe time

ber claupter came downstairs, tbe
objert was gone.
About 5 Lm. sbe called tile cUspetcber at tile sberttrs otftce and told Iter
wbat 8M bad sea. slle sillcL

Jolullon said slle couldn't attmale
bOW lljp. bow laJ'Ie or bow far away
tile object wu. It boVered above a
larle stand of trees beyoocl a 3- to 4acre cleal"'q ID bel' farmyard and
clldD't move, sbe said.
Sbe saki slle baS never seen a UPO
before.
Otber people ID

a.. IPI&. 1Dkl ~

'nursdaY tbat they U,..- UD_..
a1 objects Ia. tile • • 1Da, baf.lbt
·tbey were afraid people would tblnlt
tbey were cru,y If they said anytblq. Some members of ber tamlly
are skeptical, sbe said.

Job.Daon said sbe bad .,uen up to let
her dot oul The dOS and some coyotes started howltnc, she saJd, and
sbe tboqbt tbe coyotes ~eemed to be
doter to tbe bouse tban usual.

Joau.., 52. bu been a sh.ur'S dllto
patclter for more tlwl nve yean.

CHIEFTAIN & EL DEFENSOR, Socorro, NM- Sept. 27, 1984

UFO cover-up continuous, claims 'zealot'
By GWEN ROA'111
"At this point in time, neither lcleotiatanorthegeneralpubliccanaffordto
'*'eve UFOs are a fiplent ol ima&IMlion," Robert Hutipp, an inllepem -lent
UFO <UDideotlfted FIJIDI Object>
l"eeeaa'Cber, told an audi~ at Macey
Ceater last Friday night.
Hastinaa, wbo calla himself a
"IMlot" on the subject, preeeated a
31Hninute film alon8 with an llluatnlted
lectw'e on UF(M, contrutln& wba& M
aaidtbepemmentbaatoldtbe.,.-,
witb now de-clauified documenta about
the incldenta, obtaioed tbroulb tbe
Freedom oliDfennatioo Act.
Hutinp cites a 11162 CIA cloeument
wbicb ttat. tbat the unexplainable objecta are •·aot attributable to natufa)
pbenomena," and wbicb placed in blab

prioritytbestudyofthepbenomf!ll.l.
Ooe ol the ftnt oblerved ~
~ afftdala.

aceordinl tollastinp, wu

lbal'tl)' alter K.G. Wella' "War ol tbe

Worlds" bad frightened the nation, and

tbe aovernment, afraid of a paranoid
plblic, diamialled the UFOs as caused
by -weather and other natural
pbancwnf!ll.l.

Tbat cover-up has continued until the
s--ent, Hastings says, and during the
lecture he contrasted the "official versloa" witb otber documents of the incident.
Incidents he covered included the
"Betty and Barney Hill" experience in
11111, in which the couple supposedly
w.-e taken in&o a UFO and queried.
UFOs were reported in that area by an
airline pilot, Jlastings said. Hastings
alao tallted about the famous "Marsh
Gu" incident ln the 1970s, and related
the buge blacbut over New York City
in November, Ul85 to three UFOs seen
boverinl over the power sources there.
"It is my epinion," Hastings said,
"tbat the primary reason the government declines to (tell the truth to the
publlc) ia tbat many sightings are

related to nuclear power facilities and
ICBM silos."
Hastings himself first became mterested in UFOs, when in 1967 he was
present at an air traffic control tower
on Malstrom Air Force Base, near
Great Falls, Mont. " l<' ive UFOs were
tracked on military radar." he said,
" and for half an hour they hovered over
nearby ICBM silos, violating sensitive
air space. Then they flew off at an
estimated speed of 5000 miles per
hour ... "
There has been only one time, to his
knowledge, he said, that the U.S. has
tried to shoot at a UFO. It was in
Tehran, lran, and a F-4 was sent to In·
vestigate the flying object. The F·4
came close enough to get a radar
reading, which determined the object to
be the size of a 7111 tanker, according.to
Hastings.
The object and the F-4 flew south of
Tehran, Hastings said, and at one point,

the F-4 attempted to fire on the object.
" But at that instant, the weapons and
communication system went out" .
When the pilot turned around to return
to pse, the in5truments again were
working, he Said.
"I believe the public has a right to be
aware of" the existance of these UFOs,
Hastings said, telling the audience they
could " take it or leave it."
But Hastings said that the 400-plus
documents obtained through lawsuits,
show that there is " an abundance of
hard evidence at this time of an ongoing
cover-up."
For persons interested in knowing
more about UFOs, Hastings recom·
mended the book " Clea r Intent" by
Lawrence Faucett and Barry Greenwood. And for obtaining copies of CIA
and Air Force documents , persons can
write to Fund for UFO Research, P .O.
Box m , Mount Rainier, MD . 20712, he
said.
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UFOs remain
unexplained

ISSUe

Lincoln man calls
probe a 'cosmic
Watergate'
By Beth Burrell
GazeHe Stoff Reporter

LINCOLNTON - It is a
cosmic battle of the skeptics
and the " non-skeptics."
The non-skeptics, as George
Fawcett of Lincolnton calls
himself, believe fervently
enough in the existence of
unidentified flying objects that
they investigate sightings
themselves.
·
The skeptics believe most
UFO sightings that remain on
"unexplained" government
lists were either fabrications or
not worth further investigation.
A few statistics about the
UFO enigma, supplied by Capt.
Miles Wiley of the Air Force in
Washington:
.• From 1947 to 1969, the U.S.
government investigated 12,618
reported UFO sightings
worldwide.
• Of that total, 11,299 were
classified as balloons,
satellites, aircraft or some
natural phenomenon.
• The remaining 701 are
listed as unexplained. Further
investigation into those 701 has
been dismissed for lack of
evidence.
Government investigations
ended when officials decided no
reported UFOs had ever indicated a threat to national
security, Wiley said.
A few more statistics, supplied by the Mutual UFO Network, a citizens' group based in
Seguin, Texas, and formed in
1969 to probe sitings
worldwide:
• A 1966 Gallup Poll showed
that less than 50 percent of the
population believed UFOs existed. By 1978 more than 57 percent believed UFOs exist.
• UFOs have been sighted by
15 million people, but only 10
percent of UFOs are reported.
• There are 182 cases of people injured or killed in UFO accidents and 600 cases of people
abducted by UFOs.
• Of 300 sightings probed annually by MUFON, 10 to 20 percent are unexplained.
For Fawcett, assistant state
director for MUFON and a
UFO investigator for 40 years,
the issue is more than a matter
of statistics.
He calls the government investigations incomplete, a
"cosmic Watergate" to prevent
revealing U.S. intelligencegathering information.
Fawcett's research material
includes 10 scrapbooks, 10,000
letters from concerned people,
500 books, 400 to 500
photographs, 600 slides and 20
filing cabinets of documents,
articles and statistics.
"I was a skeptic for first five
years, a non-skeptic for next
five. If you're a skeptic now,
you belong to a minority group
in America," Fawcett said.
His appetite for UFOs was
whetted when he was 15 in

Gazette photo by Robert lohser

George Fawcett of Lincolnton kneels among collected UFO material
. .. display is set up in store front window on E. Main St., lincolnton
Mount Airy. He read a
newspaper clipping datelined
Paris, Dec. 28, 1944, about
unidentified "silver balls in the
sky" believed to be secret
weapons of the Axis powers. No
one ever figured out what they
were, he said.
He began keeping a scrapbook about UFOs.
From 1967 to 1980, he served
as state director of MUFON. In
1975, . he wrote a book titled
Quarter Century Studies of
UFOs in Florida, North
Carolina and Tennessee.
From 1979 to 1982, Fawcett
taught a course, UFOs: A New
Frontier of Science at the Lincoln County .campus of Gaston
College.
He dreams of building a $1
million museum in the shape of
a flying saucer in North
Carolina.
According to Fawcett's
research and data, UFO
"creatures" are generally
highly intelligent and dressed
in shiny suits. Sixty-nine percent are 3lf.z to 4 feet tall.

They use five types of communication: All known
languages, telepathy, "no communication," markings on
ground or paper, or a humming
sound, Fawcett said.
Seventy-five percent ~f their
spacecraft have tripods for landing gear, most weigh 2S to 35
tons and are 30 feet in
diameter.
Fawcett's materials books, models, photos, slides,
clippings and drawings - are
on display through Wednesday
in two store windows on East
Main Street in downtown Lincolnton.
Walter Andrus, international
director of MUFON and a founding member, said it has 70
consultants, 1,000 active field
investigators and 1,400
members in 73 countries
worldwide.
He said the group's four
stated objectives are to determine if reported UFO sitings
are extraterrestrial, how the
spacecrafts are powered,
where they are from and what

can be learned from the intelligence of "entities" who
guide the spacecraft.
Wiley of the Air Force said
the government considered reentering the cosmic battle in
1977 when President Jinuny
Carter asked the Natior.al
Aeronautics and Space Administration to launch investigations. But officials
decided nothing would be gained from further study.
In 1983, Citizens Against UFO
Secrecy, one of 12 nationwide
citizens' UFO groups, brought
suit against the Air Force asking that alleged bodies
recovered from crashed ill'Os
be turned over, Wiley said.
"But the judge ruled in the
Air Force's favor that there are
no bodies and have never been
any bodies," he said.
Fawcett and Andrus call that
trial a farce, another example
of government cover-up.
Wiley said it is unlikely that
the government will resume investigations unless national
security is threatened.

IN THE Sunday, Oct. 7 issue of
Tbe Gastonia Gazette your staff
reporter, Beth Burrell, did an excellent job on the complex subject,
"UFOs, a cloudy issue."
There are several comments I
would like to add to the interview
in what I feel would be in the
publlc interest.
Captain Miles Wiley of the U.S.
Air Force in Washington, D.C.,
made several false statements
that bear correcting. Wiley said
that federal courts on lawsuits for
the recovery of bodies allegedly
found, there were no bodies and
never had been any bodies. The
facts are because the plaintiffs
could not confirm there were any
bodies in Washington, D.C., the
suit was thrown out on the basis
that such bodies were out of their
jurisdiction.
Court action by the same groups
against the National Security
Agency through the Freedom of
Information Act lawsuits for 135
specific NSA-UFO documents
brought the intervention by the
Supreme Court in April1982, who
upheld a lower court ruling to the
effect that "UFOs were a threat to
national security,'' so that the top
secret docwnents did not have to
be released.
Records show UFOs have continually been investigated through
normal USAF routine channels
and more specifically by the ADC
(Air Defeue .Command) and the
DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency). And UFOs in 1948 are still being monitored by the defense and
intelligence agencies, the State
Department and ·W hite House on a
global basis. also unknown to the
publlc.
DuriDg an election year, I'm
sure your readers would Uke to
know that a newly updated document entitled Tbe UFO Enigma is
now available free to anyone who
will write to their congressman
and ask for a copy. It was compiled by the Congressional Research
Service of the Library of Congress
by Marcia S. Smith and George D.
Havas on June 20, 1983 and is
listed as Report No. 83-205 SPR. It
should be requested by title and by
number. Incidentally, the unexplained 701 USAF Blue Book cases
remain still unexplained in 1984,
"not dismissed" for lack of
evidence, as Capt. Wiley stated in
the interview.
George D. Fawcett
MUFON-NC Assistant
State Director
MUFON-NC PR Director
Lincolnton
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They were completely unnerved, the thin
man nicknamed "Killer" and his wife,
...: sitting in the coffee shop sipping coffee
and continuously smoking cigarettes.
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''I'm scared to leave,'.' Robert (Bob) Bair
said, and the look in his eyes left no doubt
in your mind that he was, indeed frightened.
He was not only frightened, he was terrified,
continuously looking and motioning out the
window.
He was terrified, his wife, Jackie, was
terrified.
They had been experiencing
unexplainable phenomena for three days,
900 miles, across three states, and when
they stopped in Sauk Centre, Minn. and
begged for help hardly anyone believed
them.
Bob and Jackie started out from Seattle,
Wash. three days before on a routine trip
hauling liquid cooking oil to Madison,
Wis. in a run they make regularly, weekly.
Things went smooth . They were enjoying
the trip, and the shiny three-week old paint
job on their semi-trailer boosted their
morale .
Then they got into Montana .
A couple miles ahead they spotted lights.
"We thought it was a plane," Bob said.
The story of their bizarre experiences
poured out of them, hands shaking as they
drew sketches of the creatures, and interrupting each other to agree or expand on
a point.
It was just turning daybreak when they came
into Montana, they said. "It was out there
with the stars. They made people think
they were stars." Another man at a rest
stop in Montana also saw the lights -- nine
little ships and one big ship, Bob reported,
moving up and down, back and forth in a
lurching motion.
The Bain continued on their trip, but the
ships, or creatures followed them in their
semi. The individual things were described
as shaped like about eight inch people
with V-shaped heads, wings on their backs.
When the things got hostile with the truck
and the drivers they shot fine needle-like
shavings like silver metal through the &Ius
of the windshield. "They were shaped
like a pre-historic bird,'' he said.

baseballs, whatever their size or color they
all had a crystal-like thing inside them.

"It would seem like we were hitting them,
but when we hit nothing was there, like
bubbles,'' Jackie said, having difficulty
describing something that was unimaginable
to her. "When they hit the ground there
was a spot the same color on the ground or
on the tree," she said .

"There was one about this big," Bob said,
spreading his arms. He was driving about
70 miles an hour at this point, and then
there was another and a third, what they
termed "spaceships." The third one they
hit, a cloud burst off, and something shaped
like a big peanut fell along side the highway,
about 15 inches thick, and hourglass shaped.

"We don't know why they are following us.
Maybe one of them got on the tank or in the
truck somehow," they said. "Maybe they
are trying to get it back."

They drove on for seven miles, stopping
two, three, four times, getting out of the
truck and holding on to the top to look at
the lights in the sky .
Then they experienced "little black things,
thousands of them coming out of the sky,
squiggly things, all around us," Jackie
described . They both experienced it.
Then , back in .the truck and moving, the
lights kept up with them, even at 65 or 70
miles an hour.
Then, things that looked "like vitamin E
capsules" began forming on the passenger
side windshield, as they moved . "They
formed all around the window, the whole
inside of the frame was covered with them.
At first they were real little ." They got
bigger, there were big black ones the size of

............,

These amalla holes were made by the attackla& forma, the Balrs aald, knocking oat the
tnlc:k'a electrkalayatem.

At one point the things shot a piece of metal
"clean through the window and the sleeper
and my jacket," she said, shaking her head,
and looking out the window.

"Every time I touched them I got blisters on
my fingers and it turned into a V." He
showed one on his wrist. In the dark their
fingertips glowed from the unlr.nown substance they had touched.

" We didn't think it would harm us . any,"
not at that point, anyway.

•

"It hit the ground and it was a dirty yellow,"
she added.

Jackie and Bob were trying desparately
to get someone to see what they had seen.
When they stopped the "birds" or spaceships stopped, flocked and waited for them
to start traveling again.

The creatures were hostile, and went into
attack modes several times, putting up
dense fogs . One time when they stopped,
"it was like a backwards tornado" coming
from the mouth of the leader of the ships.
"It was like a ray that he was sending
down with the funnel. He did it five times,
then we left."

by reUef drtver, wbo came to get the rtg to
its Wisconsin destination.

Then there were different colored things,
yellow, laven<lar and green. Then they got
bigger in size.

"It just ruined the truck," Jackie said, pointing out paint chips and picks in the new paint
job.

"We might be dying right now!" Bob
said. "We don't know what it is. We have
to get to a doctor.''

Thla aeml rfa, driven by Bob aDd Jadde
Balr, waa parked by the Travel Ho.t Motel
llaeeday ......... 'l1le W.. car • • ddv•

They had called the UFO center in Seattle
from Montana and had had an appointment
to meet an agent m Madison, Wis . after
delivery of their cargo. They were afraid to
go further than Sauk Centre, because when
they stopped at Getty Truck Stop to fuel up,
the ships had tried another attack and had
landed in the trees across the highway.
"We're not leaving town until somebody
helps us, " Jackie said pleadingly. "We
called our boss and he said get a motel and
keep the truck running.''
They spent the night at the Travel Host
Motel. The motel manager reported they
had not seemed distraught, or reported
anything unusual to him.
Jackie called this reporter at home Monday
night and said unusual things were happening in the· motel room, with forming of metal
filings on the bedspreads, and formation of
the same vitamin E like things in the shower,
which would blister her leg when they
dropped. Now the blisters formed not only a
V, but aT, C and L, she said.
She was very frightened . "When we moved
the truck over here hundreds of 'birds •
followed us. We knew they would rome."
Because no one else could see or reported
seeing the things, she analyzed, "lam damn
sure they turn invisible."
The police and Highway Patrol were in

...
This picture shows the tops of the nee. the
beings were said to be grouping ln. From
acrosa the highway, the Balrs said they could
contact with the couple. None of the officials
could see the objects Hairs claimed to be in
the trees or on the lightposts waiting for
them .
"They were very scared people," Police
Chief Trierweiler agreed . "But I did not
see what they saw.''
Trierweiler said he talked to the couple's
boss in Yakima, Wash. He had worked for
him for 18 years, and were the best drivers
he had. The truck they were driving is
owned by S.D .T.Inc. at Yakima.
S.D.T. sent a relief driver to Sauk Centre to
meet the Hairs Tuesday morning. They left
town about 1 p.m. with Jackie driving a
rental car, and Bob riding with the new
driver.

see the blrd-Uke creatures gathering,
waiting for them to make a move.

One or two people believed their stories,
nobody could explain them. At least one
witness saw the semi and rental car leave
town Tuesday, but saw nothing unusual
like fogs, formations or shapes following
them.
Skeptics had their own theories . Many
people agreed that they believe things can
happen that cannot be explained in terms
that people understand .
Many people
believe there could be creatures, space
ships and unexplained happenings as
described by the Bairs.
Whatever people believe, the true story,
a logical explanation, will probably never be
found.
It will become another folder in the federal
UFO investigation files, unsolved.
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FOREIGN NEWS
BATH & WILTS CHRONICLE, England - Aug. 15, 1984 CR: T. Good

Aliens amid the Wiltshire corn?
IN THE PAST, you have
published a number of
rP.ports
on
UFOs,
and
mystery Wheatfield circles
'the photograph of one at
the White Horse, dated
August 15, being the most
Interesting example J.
If whirlwinds really are
the simple explanation, why,
after centuries of grain
growing, should a few Wiltshire circles attract so much
attention.
I suggest that It Is because
these symmetrical circles
aj)pear to have been formed
w1th a near-mechanical preC\slon, whereby the threefoot-high grain stalks are
not "lifted lOOft into the
air." but are being pressed
down fiat, usually in a clock-

8""'

Co. Louth
farmer

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

spies UFO

Evening Chronicle. 33-34 Westgate Street, Bath BA11EW
.-4

explanation, but there does
as;>pear to be a tenuous link
With reports of "pulsating
orange nocturnal lights" and
"nebulous spinning discoid
objects" seen by so many
people, and recorded on
radar and newsreel film, in
the air and on terra firma.

M

Staplehurst Road, Sit·
tlngbou rne, shortly
after 2am.
Kevin told pollee he
saw the UFO twice,
once around 2.05am
and then about half an
hour later.

KEVIN
CHASES
.. . UFO -

N , J . GRIFFIN
5 Alexandra Buildings,
Grosvenor,
Rath.

SIGHTINGS

BY CAR

~~IS:an" d~~~!i~~· ar:~~ th!

perimeter between stalks
standing erect and those laid
fiat.
It might be Interesting to
•~certain If, !Ike Whirlpools,
hot <or coldl Whirlwinds
rotate In one direction 1 tor
our hemispherel , and if an:v
f!\rmer has ever reported
be:ng uplifted lor laid out
figtl, while tilling his fields?
One is reluctant to otJer

. ...

A UFO has been

reported flying
over the Kent
countryside.

The mystery object,
described as a sq uare
of white light with two
.; lines of white light run ·
Clo ning across the middle.
C11 was seen near the Shell
~ til Research Centre , Sit·
Clo
tingbourne, In the early
as
"hours of ~unctay morn ·
lng.
It was spotted by
Kevin Pook. !9 , of
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The object made no
noise and shortly after
Kevin saw it tor thesecond time, It headed off
over the fields towards
London.
He tried to follow the
object in his car. The
second time he noticed
it, the UFO was hovering in the sky in the
distance.
Police telephoned
RAF Manston. A police
spokesman said It was
a "matter of pro·
cedure" to report all
UFO sightings to th('
RAF .

P .CAULFIELD - M.28
31/8
A
vanishing
UFO
has
baffled gardai ~·n Dund~k.
Fa1mcr Damien Duffy, of
lStephenstown,
Knockbridge,
Co. Lowlh, telephoned them at
2 a.m. today to report a "large
round object with flu~
yellow lighit.s" hovering over
his house .
But when a patrol car wu
rush~ to his farm 1rom J>uDoo
da1k the flyine saucer had disappetll'ed .
M.r. J)u.ffv claimed the UFO
hovered over his home before
headl1lg towards an old castle
and aome wooda nearby. He
said he had been woken by
the .soond of hls dogs barking,
but when ·he dashed 'inside for
a torch, the "saucer" had di6appeared.
A Garda spokesman In Dun"
dalk said it was the fiorst time
they lh.ad reeelved a report c.f
a UFO si:ghtlng. Asked ifthey
were trea,ting it seriously, he
said:
"Well, the man is
:adamanot th.ot i't happened ."
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• members of 11le Ta5manco i«n UFO Investigation
~ Centre.
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An inv gstig~tor for
~the ccntTe, 1\lr K4'id\
C1l Roberts, said ye10tcrd~y
til the
incid~nt was f:tr
1 more of a rnystt!ry th:ln
the htight light s~n
!j crossing the sky in
~ Southern Tasmania on
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Mr Rob~rl!; Said the
li,t;ht seen at 9 .30 pm on
S;rtur·day w~s p10bubly a
mL~orit.e or 11 pi~c of
4
:;pOJA:c junk" burning up
in the atmosphere.
"'Tt was a l«!t e.as ier til
~xpla in th;1n the Gree..s
Bea.:h dllytitne. incide11t
for which we arc still
9-!o.!king further witness·
es," Mr Ro~rbsaid .
The Greens B~ch
UFO was si~trted at
11.45 am on Sunday,
July 15. and W&.S ~port
ed fn ~centre by three
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for reports on the sightings.
Tom Price policeman Constable Tim Norrish said the
incident happened at the Rio Tinto Gorge on the
Nanutarra to Wittenoom road two weeks ago.
"A tourist staying at
the local caravan park
By HAMISH
came in on the morning of
THOMSON
the 15th and said he had
seen a UFO the night
before while travelling on
Earlier this year, Senior
th\! road ," Constable Constable Jim Ferguson,
Norrish said.
of Nullagine, 300
"He said he saw a large kilometres north-east of
object with several blue, Wittenoom, was followed
green and red lights ap- for about an hour by a
pear to land on a hilltop.
flying object while
'' He gat out of his c:1r returning from Jigalong
and went 10 investigate, Aboriginal community .
but when he got near the
Object
top of the hill thae were
two ligh<s hovering there.
About an hour earlier a
"As he went back to his
glowing, quick-moving
car one af the lights object, similar to the one
followed him be.fore seen by Senior Constable
disappearing .
Ferguson, was observed
" He drove ba..:k to the
by police in Wiuenoom .
caravan park and stayed
Another sighting of the
in his van until the
same object was reported
daylight when he reported
in
the mining town of
the in..:ident. He looked
Newman .
pretty shaken up.
"When I first saw the
"We drove out to inobject it was very low on
vestigate, but we couldn't
the
horizon. I thought it
find anything . "

Now a UFO follows
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;;::/lashing red, green and blue lights near Tom
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UFO sightings
d.Isturb

Hard on the heels of the
knitting-snatching tornado
comes the siting of a UFO
hovering near Kingston Road
in Ewell ....
The British UFO Research
Association have received a
report from a man and his eight
year old son who claim to have
seen the UFO at about 8.45 pm

on August 22.
They were sitting in their car
in one of the roads off
Kingston Road when they saw
a series of lights approaching
from the south-west.

Lights
The man thought the lights
looked strange so he got out of
his car and saw what he
described as a classic flying
saucer approaching.
He told BUFORA that he

thought the saucer was about
100 feet up and was about the
size of a house.
It made no noise that he
could hear and was elyptical
with a dome on top and a convex underside.
It looked as though it was
made of shiny, metallic
material and had three main
lights with several more round
the outside.
The saucer was in view for
about a minute and moved

away over the rooftops to the
nonh-west.
Regional Investigations Coordinator for BUFORA Steve
Chetwynd would like to hear
from anyone else who saw the
UFO .
He said it was seen in a
densely populated area quite
early in the evening 50 the
chances of other sightinas are
strong. Mr Chetwynd·s
telephone number is Windsor
69041.

Pilbara

must have been a station
light or a vehicle, but I
know the area and there
are no roads or stations
there, which puzzled me,"
Constable ferguson .
"It was following me
along on the right side of
the car about half a
kilometre to a kilometre
away. It was eerie. It was
like a very bright ball of
light and was darting all
over the place, it seemed
too fast for an aircraft.
"I waited about 20
minutes before radioing in
to find out if there was
any air traffic in the area
and was told there wasn't.
"Suddenly the object
shot up into the sky and
shone 1hese two landing
lights on me.

"The landing lights
stayed on for a while then
they went off. When they
went off the object went
misty like a cloud. Then
they came back on again .
"The object foll"owed
me till I was nC'ar
Nullagine .
"When I got back to
town I didn't make a big
fuss about it. You don't in
my job.

Sighting
"About a week later I
got a call from a bloke at
Newman who had heard
about the sighting and
said he'd seen a similar
object the same night.
"The policeman at
Wittenoom , Senior
Constable- Phillip
Ramsay , said ne'd seen
something similar about
an hour earlier as well."
Karratha regional
officer Superintendent
Ray McGrath said he had
received reports about the
sightings from the officers
and had notified the
RAAF.
The RAAF 's West
Australian UFO expert,
Flight Lieutenant Keith
Morgan, said the sightings
had been recorded and
information on them had
been requested by air
force headquarters in
Canberra.
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Pals see UFO 'like~
•
a car 1n t he sky'
LIKE a car riding through the sky, it
cruised slowly above Woburn Sands.

The five teenagers stopped and looked
skyward, eyes agog, mouths ;~gape in wonder at its collection of white, green and
ted lights.
The UFO. which ap pe~re d to be t·ircular
in shape , moved With a d•st~•ll roar over the
woods for a minute before vanishing below
the treel in e .
The sighung. at 9.30 pm the Sunday
he fore last, ldt 18 -year-old Domin1c Wolfenden shaken and my ~ tdied . H e ;ond four pals
were on the1r "''l'' to the Ruyal Oak in Aspley
Heath and had taken a short cut through the
woods from Aspley G uise.

UFOs not ours say MIA
and BAe
SlnNGS of aircraft over Nether Alder·
ley recently heve brought 'not guilty'
responses from both Manchester lnterNtional Airport and British Aeros·
pece, Woodford.
en
The Unidentified Flying Objects
~ 4-1 h.w been a regular feature of life In
1¥:
Nether Alderley over the past two
!:1
weeks according to a local resident.
&1 I but both International Airport and Brit·
~ "tJ ish ·Aerospace have denied responsi0
~ bility for them.

8

..l .-4

~ ~
~

The rnident claimed that the air-

craft had been passing over Nether
Alderley "fNery day, all day, for about
a fortnight" - and f/Ven as she spoke
yet another one buzzed over her
home I
Telephone calls to both parties
failed to shed light on the matter, and
so, baffled, she turned to the Express
Advertiser for help.
Similar telephontt calls from the
Express Adertiser office have met with
a similar 'not us' response and the
aircraft remain unidentified. Perhaps
we should contact Jodrell Bank!
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Report by ANDY GIBBS
"We were walking through the .,_·oods and "'
ail of a sudden we noticed it, like a car tz2
coming through the sky about 300 ket in Z::S
~~~b~;.~· S~,~~s~ominic, of 1'heydon A\'enue . ~
"It was like a whole array of lights o ver
our heads. We stood next to each other lookinc stra ight up wirh mou·r hs open-we it <~ t.l
not got a clue what it was."
The mystery dome-shaped craft had two
" ·hire lights like car headlamps on the front
and one at the rear. Its underside glirteYed
w;th red and green lights, added Dominic.
"I'm not sure how bi~ it
was, but it flew over for -not
more than a minute . It's h ard
to explain what it sounded
like, not a mechanica l noise
and not a humming-it was
like a very distant p la ne very
high up, but not so roa ring ."
Dominic contacted t h e
British UFO Research Assoc·
iation, who put him in touch
with Milton Kevne s officer
Ken Phillips.
Ken has confirmed that
the RAF, Luton Airport , the
hot-air balloon base a t Old
Warden and airsh ip headquarters at Card ington know
nothing about what the teen agers saw.
Now he is appeal ing for
other eye-witnesses to come
forward.
"There have been better
sightings, but I can ' t ftx this
one to anything ." Ken told
the Gazette. '"It was a
straightforward obs ervat io n.
but I have not found an
explanation for it." Wlt.nes~~s
can contact Ken on M K
678870.
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l Close encounter
~ I

~

for Charlie

CHARLES
Coleman
1
had a close encounter
...,. when he saw what he
~ believes was an uniden·
...... tified flying object hover·
ing over Old Sarum early
~ on Saturday morning.
N
He spotted the "bright
ball of light" as he open·
4-1 ed a window at his bun·
U galow home in Bingham
0 Road, Bishopdown, to let
1 in his cats--and they saw
it too.
"g The UFO was over Old
CIS Sarum then suddenly shot
.-4 off towards Laverstock at
~ great
speed
climbing
s:o:~ steadily
before
it
disappeared,
said
Mr
; Coleman.
....
"It lasted a minute and
'" moved much too fast for
.; a plane or helicopter," he
4-1 added. "And it was silent.
:;:: There was no noise at
t.J

FLYtNG saucer expem are reporting an Incredible series of
slghtlnga In the skies ovttr O:xfordahlre.

They say the mysterious UFOs, which built up their activities
through August, could be heading for a new peak next month.
~ sightinp range from 88 far apart 88 Wheatley, Oxford,
FlllinJdon, Wantage, Finstock and Chipping Norton.
Others have been seen further afield, and amazed witne88eS
haw iucluded couples, managers and a fireman.
"It has been quite a
build up," said Derek
Mansell of the UFO
Data Research Centre
in Wheatley - who
himself saw a strange
object in the sky at the
end of July.
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IF you saw anything unusua l in the
0

~~~k~nvror oc~~berdt!~~

r:

group of UFO hunters would like
to hear from you .
The Nottingham UFO
0\
......
Investigation Society has already
received reports of a low-flying
pink disc from about ten witnesses
N
m Spondon , Alvaston , Borrowash
and Allestree.
~
They said the object came from
0 the south/south-east and moved
0
towards the Ashbourne area.
Anyone who thinks they may
have seen something can contact
the society's group leader Mr
Peter Ann on Derby 559293 .

:X: ...,.
(,!)

'Pink disc'
puzzles
UFO group

Since then memben of
the public have reported
14 other sightinp in the
Oxfordshire area.
Many of them were referred to the centre when
they reported strange
lights in the sky to the
police. Mr Manaell iB
compiling a catalogue of
aightinP., and detailed
ones wlil be investigated.
He used binoculara to
watch a silver metallic
disc flying east from
Wheatley.
"After a while it tilted
on its aide, but carried on
in the same direction and
at the same speed, which
was about the 11~ of an
airliner," he 111d.
But that was just the
berinninr. Nearly two
- b later, in the early

*

An artllfs lmpr...lon of the Wheetley sighting.

L,__

_:___ _ _ _ __ , j

minutes of July 26, there
were more than eight
eeparate reports of coloured lights in the aky,
aome from aa far as aa
Swindon, Reading and
Worcester.
Reports varied from red
and blue, to red and green
or green and blue, but all
agreed the lights were
stationary ncept for a
wobble, before moving
slowly off to the South.
Later aightinp include:

• A aphenCal object over
Wheatley one morning;
• A large red light, like a
small full moon, over
Oxford, moving slowly to
the north-east;
• Flaahea in the aky over
Headington, reported by a
very frightened woman;
• Exploding eearchlights
in the aky over Wantage;
• A round object with revolving aides moving over
Finatock.

~ all~r

The atrangeat lilbtina
came at the end of Jut
month, when an elonpted
shape waa eeen over Chip·
ping Norton, with a yellow
light at either end and a
~"cfdle~ lil!bt in the

It disappeared,

then

waa IUddeDly there again
in the same place a few

minute. later, Mr Manaell
said.

The
Unidentifted
F1ying Saucer Data R.
aearch Centre can be contacted on WhutJey 2071.

Coleman noted the
• time at 6.35 am, and
~ although it was still dark
S and the sky patchy the
S object stood out against a
0 clear part of the sky.
....,
Police at Salisbut'y had
1>-4 no reports from anyone
~ ,seeing
the light and
P=l ;spokesmen from Edgely
en 'Aircraft of Old Sarum
H and
Pains-Wessex "yro~ technics factory at High
en Posts said they were not
responsible.
Air traffic control at
Boscombe Down and the
Army Air Corps Centre at
Middle Wallop also con·
firmed they had no aircraft up at that timL
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CR: T. Good

The visitors from
37 light
years off

INTERSTELLAR UFOs' are propelled by a pulaating
magnet ic f1eld, claims an expatriate Polish university
lecturer In lnvercargill who say~; spacecraft are no
longer a mystery.

Dr Jan Pajak puts forward his theorie5 on
spacecraft and their IncredIble propulsion secrets In a
~~
,.¥(.) booklet for aale at $15 .
0
He designa1es his pro:l
totype apacecraf! a mag·
<..:r
CX)
nocraft
which . he claims ,
.....\
•0
has a number of unique
attributes
~
"It will reach a speed of
(.)II"\
0..-4 70,000 k.m,/h in the atmos,..:I
phere
, and close to the
(.)
speed of light in free flight,"
aays Dr Pajak , formerly of
0~
~
Wraclaw University, who
CX) til
now lectures on propulsion
'-'
theory at Southland Community College .tter settling In New Zealand about a
year ago .
He purposefully avoids
direct reference to alien
crafl from outer space, or
umdentrf1ed flying objects,
because of the sensationalis., inhere'1t in a pheno~

~...,

THETFORD & WATTON TIMES, Norwich,

Engl and - Oct. 12, 1984

By ROBERT JONES

na which hu gripped the
Imagination for generations .
Dr Pajalr., .tter years of
reaearching a subject
which continues to baffle
layman , aays there is aimply no mystery in wl'ult
propels spacecraft .
He believes the Interstellar visitors come from
37 light years away, from a
diatant alar system - and
that magnetic propulsion
shoots them through apace
at an incredible speed .
His treatise on what
makes hi5 magnocraft tick
provides it witt! all the
attributes of a apacecrefl .
" It will fly in any environment: air, water , free
apace , and atso through
solid matter-rocks . build-

His main contacts up to
this point of hi& research
are In Wert Germany , Japan and the United States,
though he also keeps In
touch with other& in Aul'tralia, Brita in, Canada and
back home in Poland.
On the other hand, Or
Pajak says its de&ign and
principles of propulsion are
based on the current level
of our knowledge and ca n
be checked .
It also does not requi re
the discovery of any as yt'l
unknown laws of natu re ,
and could be completed
with the nelrt decade, he
claims

lngs , bunkers and molten
media
" It will withstand any
high preuure or tempera ture , Is noiseless in flioht
and can become lnvisibli to
radar observation or the
naked eye .
"In some conditions of
flight , this craft will induce
an lncandesct"nt glow in
surrounding matter." writes
Or Pajak , who draws the
magnocraft In the shape of
Inverted saucer.
In addition, hE: believes ,
auch a crafl could be ar·
ranged into flying complexes conta ining more than
one craft .

(Free leaflets describinq the Magnocraft obtainable on request
from: Dr. J. Pajak, P.O. Box 1705, Invercargill, New zealand)

PIX-PEOPLE, Sydney, N.S.W., Australia- Oct. 1, 1984

CR: M. Heelas

Peter Edmunda,. who has fonned the East of
England U F O Socie ty - prepared for the
unexpected at his home at Mundford.

UFO club
ready for
take-off
T HE Ea st of England
UFO Society has come
back down to earth in
Swaflham Road, Mundford, after a period of
hibernation.

was used as a building base
for UFOs after aliens had
telepathically communicated
with primitive man.
His interest in extra terrestrials has grown since
childhood. and he claims to ,
Mr. Peter Edmunds, 21, has have photographed a UFO
restarted the three-year-old outside his bedroom window
club since moving to Swaff- about a year ago. The object
ham Road, and it has in the sky was level with the
embarked on a project about house and then moved above
Stonehenge.
it. he said.
The society carries out
He thinks the ancient site
research about UFOs. The
seven members' investigations are collected by Mr.
Edmunds, who hopes to put
the information on a computer.
Mr. Edmunds. who worlcs
for the Forestry Commission
at Lynford Cross, does not
mind if people think he is a
crank . ~It is something I
have to do. People laugh at
you. but I could not care
less. he said.
ft

I

UFO WRECK: NINE
FATALITIES BUT
DETAILS SHROUDED
IN SECRECY

N MARCH , 1950, the US Air
Force recovered alien bodies
and wreckage from three
saucer-shaped craft which
crashed in New Mexico.
This startling revelation is
contained in an official memo
released under the American
Freedom of Information Act.
The document was made
public after a successful
s1:1its used by speed flyers and
Supreme Court case by the
test pilots.
lobby group CAUSE (Citizens
" According to Mr (name
Against UFO Secrecy) . And, it
deleted) informant, the saucers
immediately created a raging
were found in New Mexico due
controversy in Washington .
The US Air Force announced to the fact that the Government
has a very high-powered radar
that the memo was faked .
set-up in that area and it is
But CAUSE president Larry
believed the radar interferes
Fawcett countered: " They
with the controlling mechanism
know it's genuine and that it
of II e saucers.
was released to us by mistake
" No further evaluation was
along with a stack of about
attempted by SAC concerning
300 other approved
the above."
documents."
There was nothing unique
The memorandum is
about the American UFO
addressed to the Director of
the FBI. It reads: " The following incidents. My files contain
dozens of reports (all officially
information was furnished to
denied, of course) about
SAC (Strategic Air Command).
crashed alien craft.
" An investigator for the Air
• In 1952, Norwegian
Force stated that three sonewspapers reported that a
called flying saucers had been
flying saucer had come down
recovered in New Mexico.
·on the island of Spitzbergen .
" They were described as
Public interest ran so high ttuat
being circular in shape with
the Army instituted a general
raised centres, approximately
staff inquiry.
50 feet in diameter. Each one
The chairman, Colonel
was occupied by three bodies
of human shape but only 3 feet Garrod Darnbyl, said the craft
was definitely not of earthly
tall , dressed in metallic cloth of
origin .
a very fine texture.
He promised that the Army
" Each body was bandaged in
a manner similar to the blackout would publish a full report after

some "sensational facts" had
been discussed with US and
British experts.
Then - in line with a pattern
that would become
commonplace - nothing more
was heard of the alleged
saucer.
• In May, 1955, sydicated
newspaper columnist Dorothy
Kilgallen announced that "a
mysterious flying ship" had
crashed somewhere in Britain .
The bodies of its metre-high
alien crew had been removed.
Kilgallen said her source,
"a British official of Cabinet
rank, " had told her the
wreckage was being kept
under wraps, to prevent public
panic.
e In November 1975, one of
my foreign contacts told me a
saucer-shaped craft had
exploded over Nauta, Peru.
The saucer was about 4 . 5m
in diameter with a metallic
coating.
• In May 1978,
the Buenoa Air•
Herald said a

long, cylindrical object had
fallen into dense jungle on the
Argentine- Bolivian border.
The paper said the Bolivian
Government had declared the
area a "military emergency
zone" - and that NASA
experts had arrived to
investigate.
One of my contacts living in
Sydney later told me he had
friends in the area. They had
watched through binoculars 8.8'
American soldiers " carried out
pieces" .
e Other reports of UFO
crashes have come from China,
Russia and South America.
Says author and investigator
Leonard Stringfield: "There is
no doubt that there have been
numerous crashes around the
globe - all meticulously
covered up.
"The people flying these craft
have technology far ahead of
our own. But like us,
apparently, they can err - and
crash to meet their doom."

EAST KENT GAZETTE, Sittingbourne,
England - Oct. 25, 1984

Expe rt
tackles
the grea t

UFO
mystery
AN INDEPENDENT investigator has become invol·
ved over the claimed
double-sighting of an
unidentified flying object
over Sittingbourne by
two teenagers.
Kevin Pook 1191. of Sta·
plehurst Road , and
Linda Stump 1191. of
Park Drive. say they saw
a rectangle of bright
lights dissected by two
parallel lines of lights in
the sky over Shell
Research , Woodstock,
five weeks ago .
Mr . Timothy Good. aged 42,
wbo luis been research ·
in1 U.F .O.s since J955 .
told the Gazette he found
the case "intriguing" .

Mr. Good later spo ke to
Kevin about the sighting
and said afterwards : "I
was very impressed with
him . He seemed com·
pletely sincere.
"It is typical of a lot of
U.F.O. sightmgs in se\· ·
eral respects . Peopl e
aren 't normally famili a r
with this type of shape the rectangle of light.
But it is something which
crops up quite fre quently."
He is appealing for any
other witnesses to con· n
tact him. Kevin received ::0
a telephone call shortly

:l:~~n~~-:: p~~~~~e~~~ ~

~a~~::~:~f~:~!I~~~~

8

while walking his dog Do
during the afternoon.
He did not give his name or
any information enabling anyone to contact
him and Mr. Good wants
him to contact him.
Mt. Good, who is based in
Beckenham, has trav elled worldwide inter·
viewing key witnesses
and discussing sighlin gs
with pilots , astronauts .
scientists and politi ·
Hecians.
can be contacted on 0306
880669.
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UFO TAPE 'IS NOTA HOAXJ
A
DRAMA TIC
tape
recording, allegedly made
by panic-stricken American
servicemen during a close
encounter with an alien
space craft in a Suffolk
forest, is authentic, their
former base commander
has exclusively told the
Evenillj Star.
The chilling 20-minute
recording, a major new part
of the evidence gathered by
UFO investigators probing a
claimed double landing in
Rendlesham Forest, near
Woodbridge airbase, was
given to the researchers by
former base commander
Col. Sam Morgan.
The Star has traced Col.
Morgan to the space command headquarters linked to
Peterson
Airbase,
the
Colorado, and in a frank
transatlantic telephone conversation he said, "I do not
think it is a hoax."

***

The tape recording is due to
be played at a London Press
conference today to launch
" Sky Crash - A Cosmic
Conspiracy," a book on the
alleged incidents which took
place on the nights of
December 27 and 29/ 30,
1980.
The incidents were first
reported in the Star and the
book's authors, Dot Street,
of Blackberry Way, Oulton
Broad; Brenda Butler, of
Mafeking Place, Leiston,
and national UFO investiga-

tor Jenny Rendles, claim
there has been a conspiracy to
cover up the truth about what
happened.
Col. Morgan told the Star,
"I think the men really were
out there that night and they
saw
something
which
frightened them.

***

"You can hear their excited
conversations and references
to frightening strange lights.
The only opinion I have is

.Reports by
JOHN GRANT
that, based on the evidence
available,
those
guys
definitely saw something
which cannot be explained.

As previously reported by
the Star, it was the first time
there had been official confirmation that unusual lights
and objects had been seen,
and traces of radiation had
been found in imprints on the
ground and on a tree at the
site.
In subsequent evidence
given to the investigators,
witnesses claimed that in the
first encounter three silversuited "entities" were seen
repairing their stricken space
craft and some witnesses
claimed that contact was
established with them.

***

When
his
base
in
Oklahoma was contacted by
Two of the auth urs, Brenda Butler,left, and Dot Street, on the site of the alleged landing of the spat:eship in
the Star, Col. Halt was said
Rendlesham Forest.
tQ be on duty at a "classified
"As for them fabricating it location" and was unavailquickly
retreated
amici
panic
The book is published by
mos
749
under
cover
of dark- ing for a full public inquiry
all and putting on an act, I do able for comment.
and shouting.
ness when it was accidentally and say they are fully pre- Neville Spearman Ltd, of
not think they could have
Friars
Street, Sudbury, and
pared
to
make
all
their
evidropped
into
the
forest.
pulled it off."
The book was written
The book concludes that
costs £7. SO .
In any event, they are call- dence available to one.
before the investigators heard incidents undoubteoly did
He gave the tape, part of the Halt tape but they had take place and puts forward
which had since been inadver- heard from witnesses about several possible explanatently erased, to researchers passages in it. They claim it tions if the UFO landing
because "there was no reason tells of a "red, sun-like claims are untrue.
to,"
added
Col. light" which flies through
not
Mor~tan .
the forest and silently explodes
into
multiple
coloured lights.
Included
among
the
authors' suggestions is the
The recording was made
A
small
craft.
similar
to
alleged
possibility
that
the
during the second alleged
close encounter by the then the one in the first alleged en- UFO story might be a blind to
deputy base commander Lt. counter, was seen on or close cover-up tests on weaponry
which went wro111.
Col. Charles Halt. His to the ground .
report to the Ministry of
Defence on both incidents
Or, they say, the Amerigave the book's authors a
cans
might
even
have
Col. Halt and a small recovered by helicopter part
major breakthrough when it
number of men with him of the Russian satellite Coswas leaked.

***

***

***

---

SNdowolcroll

'CANNOT EXPLAIN'
He told the Star, "I do not
think there was eYer any doubt
that something happ,ened
CASE REMEMBERED
which we cannot explain.. '
But be said, there was
The case was instantly
"not the slightest shred of
documentation" beyond the ~rmo:r:~:do~c~ao~h c~~~i:~
report by CoL Halt which is by the Star yesterday.
headed "unexplained lights.."
Spokesman Mr. Dermod
Any incident which took Hill· said the Ministry's DS8
place off-base did not come department had inYestigated
under the jurisdiction of the the incidents and had found no
USAF. The Halt report was defence
or
military
therefore sent to the Ministry significance or implication and
of Defence and tbe matter was had therefore taken no further
left to tbem to handle "as they action.
felt most appropriate."
"It was looked into and
The USAF had no other
course of action open to it ~J!n':~n~s~~n~~~rfn lt~plabeyond making the report
uallable "as a matter of cour·
MoD SATISFIED
tesy." Any other action would
"I can see perfectly well
haYe been "like sending out
that
reasonable
people who are
our cops to enforce British
interested in such things would
law," he said.
lind it Yery interesting. I am not
In any way saying thllt these
BACKGROUND COUNTS
people must be crankish or
Asked specifically about anything of that sort ... I am
the traces of radiation
allegedly found at the site, he ~:'1~&~:5 ~~:~eth!aZ'on~
said that these were "only military significance."
normal background counts CoL Halt's report was
the sort you or I would get if we "thorough" and it was
went out anywhere and took "basically all we hale on our
readings."
files about it."

The American serviceman's view of the ~lien contact with the base commander.
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'Silver suit entities hung in light beam'

Tape backs book
on UFO incident

SPELLBOUND American
servicemen watched a spectacular display by an
alleged alien space craft
and an amazing array of
accompanying lights in the
night skies . .. according to
their taped commentary
during
Suffolk's
"Sky
Crash"
incident
near
Woodbridge airbase.
in
As
they
stood
bewilderment between 200
and 300 yards from what is
alleged to be a space craft on
its second visit to Rendlesham Forest in three days at
the end of December, 1980,
commentator
Lt.
Col.
Charles Halt gasps, "It is
like an eye winking at you."
The men watch the object
with night-sight devices c
ailed starscopes and one
says, "As you look at it
through the starscope it
appears to have a dark centre
to it."
They refer to several lights
in the sky and are heard to remark "There is no doubt
about it, this is weird," and
"This is unreal."
The object was hovering
about four feet off the ground
and the drama intensifies as,
with a faltering voice, Halt
says, "It is coming towards us
... !here appears to be a beam
of light coming down to the
ground."
Halt and his men decide to
return to the airbase and the
tape ends.

Dot Street, Brenda Butler
and Jenny Randles.
It was played at a London
Press conference yesterday,
when a strong demand for a
full public inquiry into the
incidents was made by the
book's authors .
The men in the forest at the
time of the alleged second
sighting had been taking
radiation
readings
and
measurements in the wake of
the first claimed sighting .. .
when contact was allegedly

that following the receipt of make a strong case that an
the report from the acting incident happened, the events
U.S. commander, endorsed have been withheld and that
by the British base com- the public has a right to
mander, involving all these know .
trained witnesses and the
"Either the authorities
alleged interception into should say they know what
British airspace of a craft, happened and they have it
leaving
damage
and under control or they should
radiation right outside two say they do not know and let
NATO bases they do it all be openly investiabsolutely nothing about it.
gated ," she said.
"There is sufficient evi"We cannot keep being
dence to give the lie to this," fobbed off, the truth will
she claimed .
come out because we know we
are right." Jenny added.

John Grant
made with three silver-suited
"entities" who hovered in a
beam of light from their
st ricken craft as they repaired
it.
.
The tape records the men's
discovery of damage to trees
and imprints on the ground
where the craft is alleged to
have landed.
Halt, who was act ing base
commander at the time and
has si nce become a colonel
and returned to America
where he is said be be at a
classified location and unavailable
for
comment,
later made a report on both
alleged sightings which was
sent to the Ministry of
Defence .

Major boost
When it was later leaked it
gave the investigation a major
boost.
Jenny Randles told the
Press conference, "The MoD
seriously ask us to believe

New evidence
The recording has emerged
as a new and important part
of the evidence in the investigations into the alleged
double sighting which forms
the basis of the book "Sky
Crash - A Cosmic Conspiracy" which was published yesterday.

"Twelve days before the
Halt report the only thing the
MoD admit to having was
even written, two officials
interviewed civilians around
the forest.
"Plaster casts were seen to
be taken of the traces by Col.
Halt on base, although he
was not approached by the
British people who took
them, and radar tapes were
taken from RAF Watton,
Norfolk, by USAF intell igence officers which could
only have happened, as the
MoD admit, with MoD
permission."

Strong case
The investigators had no
vested interest in proving that
an alien space craft was involved, but, Jenny said, they
were
co ncern ed
that
au thorities had lied, and deceived the British public .
"We are positive we have
sufficient evidence here to

The tape has been s~id to be
authentic by former Woodbridge ai1 base CO!nmander
Col. Sam Morgan. who re·
ka~ed il to UFO in•c~ugalor~

UFOs • • •
they're not
all just
old hat!
THE trouble with - "Flying Saucen: a
flying saucers is modern myth of things
that when they are in the sky."
photographed they Well, be bas his view.
look like nothing at There are others, inalt Not photogenic. cluding those of people
Usually, they look
like a scratch on the
negative, a seagull in a
power dive or, more
often, a mark that could
be your granny's old hat
at 2000 yards.
Indeed, one enterprising gentleman in Ohio
took a number of Polaroid pictures of an unidentified flying object
over his bouse in 1966.
Investigation showed
that the story he told
did not quite tie up with
the proof he had in the
pictures. And his flying
saucer certainly looks
like an old hat. But why
was it flying over his
house?
Pictures apart, the
story of UFOs is an
intriguing one. There is
a mystery. The phenomenon cannot be passed
off as the work of a few
cranks.
Jung saw them as a
result of the "collective
unconscious" that we all
carry about with us.
The power we have to
~ visions. He even
wrote a book about it

who claim that the
United States Government has aliens in custody from a crashed
UFO and that they have
the remains of the flying saucer. And there is
compelling evidence to
support this claim.
Are governments
hiding something?
In
June
1953
Norwegian aircraft
spotted wreckage near
Spitzbergen.
In 1955 Colonel Ger·
nod Darnbyl said: "The
crashing of the Spitzbergen disc wa~ highly
important . . . we wish
to state categorically
that it was not built by
an~. country on earth.
Since then , nothing
has been said.
In "The Age of the
UFO," edited by Peter
Brookesmith (Orbis,
.£6.99), the whole problem is examined and
brought up to date. It is
a superb book which
asks more questions
than it answers. The
problem is:

Sometimes
the
reports are by cranks
There probably is
some kind of cover-up
of certain sightings ...
And there are probably logical answers to a
great many si8htings.
But there are stlll
many reports for which
there is no explanation.
You will be engrossed.

TRANSLATIONS
CREDIT: Richard Heiden
City and country of incident:

Villa Mercedes , province of Mendoza,
Argentina
Date of incident: May 19, 1981
Naire and issue of magazine:
OJARTA DIMENSION no. 97 , n.d . (printed July
1982)' pp. 14- 19
City and country of magazine: Buenos Aires, Argentina
HIJMAOOID OR EX'IRATERRESTRIAL RO!DT?

[This article, by Freddy Reine Zambrano, is about the sighting that was
published in UFDNS U51 (Feb. 1982), p. 13, there with the site of Eugenio
Bustos, in the department of san Carlos, and the date of mid-July 1981.
I can ' t find Villa Mercedes on my maps; it could be a suburb of Eugenio
Bustos.
OJARTA DIMENSION adds the time, 7:30 p . m_, and includes a drawing.
It isn't clear <Nho drew it, t.I'Jough the handwritten labels look like an
adult 's .
Other than the date and site , OJARTA DIMENSION basically agrees
with the RADIOLANDIA 2000 article, including the age of witness Daniel
Francisco NUnez, 9 years .
Ho.vever, on another page it gives his birthday
as March 19, 1971, or 10 years and t'NO m:mths befo re the sighting. --R. H. ]

very strong
light like
from welding
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CREDIT: Irene Granchi
City and country of incident: Jaburu, Ceara, Brazil
Date of incident: October 23, 1984
Naire of paper and date of clip: 0 DIA, October 26, 1984
City and country of newspaper: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
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bright
light from
where it (the
body) took form
(the uppe r
part first)

like a al ~ tN>v -t,.,,
weapon f\Jlo \ ,i..c....d.o
t,.~ f,..... ~)
like ours, but
they moved like
they had a screw
inside (turning
all the way around)

CITY UP IN ARMS PGAINST FLYir-l:i SAUCER INVASION
Fortaleza (JIGS). - A UFD that appeared in Jaburu , 35 kilareters away fran
Quixadd, <Nhich in turn is 605 kilareters fran Fortaleza, is causing panic
arrong the local citizens, <Nho are preparing themselves in arms, to face
the "rren fran another planet."
All this started last 'I\.lesday <Nhen a luminous object emitting incandescent
rays and flying fran one side to the other very swiftly, flew over the
town at a low altitude.
Jaburu citizens are panic-stricken, accor ding
to a telephone report by journalist Jonas
Souza , a correspondent for
DIARIO 00 OORDESTE, <Nho contacted us yesterday.
According to the journalist, the population of Jaburu, <Nhich is S!T'dll,
has even had to change its habits following the appearance of the "Beast
fran the Sky," and everybody goes hare after 6:00p .m., c l os ing their doors
and not going out again under any circumstances _
Ho.vever, the bravest
arrong the rren stay outside, well-armed with guns and carry clubs, in expectation of an invasion.
Again, according to Souza , in Quixacta they say
that this is not the first time UFOs have appeared.
The municipality
is =nsidered t.'le center for CE IIIs, in the opinion of the ufologists
and researchers <Nho have visited the town.
Because of this, the ~1ayor
Assiz Baquit of Quixada, has plarmed to visit the district of Jaburu today
so as to quieten the population.
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Eerie
thump
in the
wilds

Farm puzzle
of paralysed
sheep flock
FARMER COII•in Haines awoke one morni·ng. looked
out of ms bedroom window on to a nearby meadow
and saw his flock of 150 ewes. Half the sheep wer~
wailkwg abou•t a.ond n4bbHng at the grass as usual
but there was some-tJhi1ng very stran-ge about th~
others.

It lias many 11ames on many continents, but has come to be knowJJ here
as Bigfoot, a fabled ma11-ape that
haunts the desolate wilderness of the
Northwest. Examim.>r outdoors writer
Tom Stier.stra headed a three-mernber team that for three weeks roamed
the high country of Northern California and Sou them OregoJJ to search lor
the legendary creature. In his eight·
part series, ''In Pursuit of Bigfoot,"
Stienstra tries to separate fact from
fiction that surrounds the lore of Bigfoot.

hea~~~w":t~re all standing rock-sti ll, like statues, the ir
" Look at this," he caHed to

~~t ~~e'tr~:e'iie<JM~ndH:ti~J
open-mouthed as she saw the
ewes completelhactmotionless.
~o~~~~- lot
ever he.o-

e.n~u~~~l o~ein:~: fl~~

they nlll into the flock, the
noi'Dl61 sheep sto;lped their
Di.bbllne aod padded out of the
way, but tile mot,ioruless sheep
IJtoocl stlll lridlout moviJII a
muscle.
One by one. Mr. and Mrs.
Haines went up
to
the

By Tom Stlenstra
Examiner outdoor writer
Fourth 111 sn elght-psrt series

AWK CREEK -

.From
Canyon Peak lookout,
you can see more than
100 square miles or Oregon wildlands, all so quiet that even a soft voice
seems an intrusion. Nobody is here,
and hasn't been for a long, long time.
Somewhere in the basin below,
where giant cedars are like studs
among a lush undergrowth, some men
say a Bigfoot walks. Maybe two, maybe many.
We'll settle for one. After a day or
grunting our way into the interior, we
were setting up camp when a bi1Airre
sound blew a big hole in the silence. It
was as if somebody was thumping a
hollow log with a drumstick: "Thump,
thump, thump, thump, thump." Five
times.
The next evening, just as l was
stoking the camp!ire, it came again.
"Thump, thump, thump, thump
thump." Again, five times.
"What's that?," asked Jeff Patty, a
fellow otherwise accustomed to the
sounds or the wild.
I shook my head. I had never heard
it before. But we both knew it was far
from the cackling shriek reputed to be
the cry or Bigfoot.
Those who claim to have heard the
wild cry or Bigfoot have the look of
wonderment in their eyes when they
talk of it. Like the scream itself, such a
look cannot be imitated. Joe Eudemill·
er, a respected gent who owns a fine
restaurant in the town of Gasquet, has
the look.
"We <he and his wife) were driving
across Alaska and one nigh.t we were
in the trailer and heard this terrible
scream, this incredibly Crighttul
scream like nothing we had ever
heard in the world," said Eudemillcr,
his eyebrows raising. "Whatever it
was, it came up to my trailer and
shook It, violently. We were afraid for
our lives.
'Then we heard it again, many
times through the night. It was a piercing cry.
"Alter daylight, I went outside and
found these huge crimps in the top of
the trailer - thick steel - where the
thing had gripped it when It shook

H

us."
The reports or maniacal screams
and strange noises in the Oregon wildlands southwest ot Grants Pass is one
reason why author Gerald DiPego
chose thiS area as the setting for the

~~~n~~- ~:f oa;ed ~~;:

the sheep fell limply to the
ground, their leg& rigid. After
& few minutes some of the
ewes started kicking and got
back to their feet.
Others also started kickIng, but were unable to get
up. But most just stayed on
the rround, their eyes open

l,-·---- -- - ]
_

by ALFRED_ LE_e _ _

wide. Over the next !ew
days, 44 ewes died.
But this is not the only
strange Incident t.hat has
happened at Bullmoor Farm
In Caerlon, South Wales. Th~
a.s yet unexplained livestock
deaths began more than 18
months ago.
Fl!t~n pigs dtveloped ~In
like that o! a crocodile and
died : a !ew weeks la ter a.
prize hog suddenl y went wild
and had to be shot ; not one
o! morp tha n 20 sows could
produce ; dozens ot Her eford
calves de,·eloped sores and
watery eyes, before they died;
~~Je~~~.J;;~~ ~e!~ts~d to eat,
. Then Mr. H ames brought In
1

~hxe~· ~~~1~ ~i afl0 ~isghthop~~~

even t;hey became ill and
died . In all about 120 a.nJimals
have died-70 o! them this

year.

Mr. Haines. 56. said : .. It ta
all a complete mystery. I have
had di!Ierent experts on to the
!arm - but none o! them haa
been able to come up with tho
answer.

Pri:z:es

Jell Petty

Tom Stlenstra Is a rare visitor to Oregon's Kalmlopais wilderness

novel"Shadow of the Beast," a fictional search for Bigfoot. By the book's
end, a lone femak> anthropologist has
discovered Bigfoot.s all over the place,
while the other members or the expe.
dillon have all managed to be killed In
a variety or ways.
Well, that makes us even. We
haven't seen any Bigfoot. but at least
we're still breathing.

•

From a sharp rock outcropping,
Patty scanned the miles below with
his binoculars, searching for any
movement. "It's so still out there that
if a llmb moves 10 miles away I'll spot
It," he said.
Some believe that uninhabited wilderness no longer exists in the Pacific
Northwest - certainly or this in·
credible size - but they haven't been
out here, and never will. Too tough.
J .llce a moat drcling a castle, the awesome Kalmlopsis interior is surround·
ed by a 20-mile desolation or hot, craggy country where if the scorpions or
rattlers don't get you, the lack of wa·
ter and vertical trails will.
Don't bring your horse; too steep.
Don't bring your dog; too little water.
Tough to get In, tough to get oul You
go it alone, so you can rely on yourself.
Unlike the high Sierra Nevada,
where steep trails have switchbacks,
the Kalmiopsis Wildlands practically
run straight up and straight down,
elevation climbs of 1,500 feet in 40
minutes, followed by descents or 1,00>
feet in a half hour. You never put it in
neutral.
Until you reach the Interior, there
is little water as well. One quart per 10

'.' T he pu7.zling thing Is that
thmgs have been gomg wrong
only recently. M y grandfather
bought the !arm m 1S14. he
worked it. so did my father
and when I followed him,
everythmg was okay !or many,
many years.
"In fact we had a reputation
o! bcmg ont: u! the most
successful farms in the region
and we won many prizes. But
now , Bullmoor Farm is a place
where ammals Simply don 't
grow. I have sent orians ot
animals which ha ve d1ed to
different laboraton es. but no
solution can be found.
A Mmistry of Agriculture
spokesman said : "We have
carried out Investigations and
we can tlnd no major disease
conditions on the ! 8 r m.
Animals do die !rom time to
time on !arms and often It Is
~~~~1~ 8 =c~~a~~ .?e precise
This week , 111 a nrw attempt

miles will have to do.
l was clin1blng up a rocky grade,
pulfing like a steam englne, when J
flashed back to the training for this
trip. Six months of aerobics, weight
lifting, sprints and hiking Montara
Mountain had dropped my heart rate
rrom81 to 59 beats per minute. When I
reached the top of Grunt Ridge, my
heart beat was at 160 and thumping
like a pile-<lriver.
Arter a tw~minute break, my body
had reconciliated with mind; tin1e to
head on. This is the payback: reaching
the Interior In one day instead of two.

•

Man Is a stranger in these .,..oods
and the animals and birds are mystified by us. Even the chipmunks keep
their distance, watching, trying to fig·
ure us.
I was silting on a log, chewing on a
piece of jerky, when a hummingb~
dive-bombed. For the single llnsh of
an instant, he held his position just a
few Inches from my left ear, his wings
buzzing.
"Duck," shouted my buddy, Jeff,
and a split-second after I did so, that
bird shot right through the air space
my head had just vacated.
"Hey man, that bird was likely to
suck the juice right out of your head,"
JeU said. "It didn't know what to
make of you."
We're In deep, where humans rarely visit.
This area is relative to the size of
the San Francisco Bay Area, yet in·
stead of 3.5 million people, there are
only two of us. Jeer and myself. That's
it.
I leaned back against a big cedar,
chewing the last ot the jerky, and that
peculiar sound came again from the
woods.

'Thump, thump, thump, thump,
thump." Five times. Like a drumstick
hitting a hollow log.
"What the hell is that?" asked Patty. There was no answer.
In the next few days, we would try
to find out - and see if Mr. Bigfoot
has anything to do with it.

~aln~~vewll~ e ~~s~yd :C~
calves to Bns tol Un ivt-rsity !o~
examination.

~

~

~

Z
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llg Bini A Tall Tale
Editor,
I found this article in 11 maguine
titled "Fate." I sure would like to see
the picture reprinted: is it possible?

<

Richard Muiarz
Madison, Indiana

GJ
~

B

~

al

E-1

T~ ortick Mr. Maziarz enclo1fl'fl re-

por~ thai, in 1900, two pro1p«tor1
' ' " ' ' t1 lor&e bini which,
rurikd
a&oin.rt T~ Epttq.pla office, l&ad o win&·

w~rt

• Jpread or 36 feet-4J!Ul tlu! dory aJ.tktl

!;a :; J7x"':.~n

.::a::

0

=:;i';d
tta't:rd":::h
t~ir ouutretched lumdJ touclr.in&."
IZl Thu story keePJ resurfacing, but it
..-i secmJ to be another of t~ many, many
~ mythJ and legendJ about TombJtone.
~ Epit4ph contributor Ben T. Traywick
~ spent a great amount of time in libraC. ries in Arizona and the ma.jor WeJtern
hutory research in.Jtitution.f in CaJifor·
nia. t111d never luu founll the plaoto~rtlpla nor any mention of the bi« bird
in tM new1papers of the time - Editor.
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BeJuaaquatica champlainiensis

American lake may harbor monster
By Tom Tiede
PORT HENRY, N.Y. (NEA) Three hundred and seventy-five years
ago, when Freocb explorer Samuel de
Champlain came upon the lake that
was to become his namesake, he
wrote in his journal of sighting there·
in "a serpent-like creature about 20
feet long... as thick u a barrel and
Ylith a head like a horse."
Well, the notation might have been
the consequence of having wandered
in the wilderness too long. Except
that others were making similar
observations. The Iroquois Indians,
for example, were so certain there
was something in the water that they
made offerings to it of foodstuffs and
tobacco.
And so a legend was born that will
not die.
There is a "monster" in Lake
Champlain.
Sound familiar? It should. PeQple
have spotted serpent-like creatures in
thousands of lakes all over the world.
The most famous bas been at Loch
Ness, in northern Scotland, where
there have been stories of a giant slug
or something of the sort since the
start of the Julian calandar.
But the Lake Champlain monster
m;ly have one distinction. It seems to
be more sociable than the others.
Officially, it has been sighted almost
200 times in the last four centuries;
more than 100 people have seen the
monster in the last decade alone, and
about 50 have seen it since 1980.
At least they say they've seen it.
Some people claim they've watched a
big snake push through roiling
waters. Others insist the thing is more
lille a blob with an enlongated neck. A
few observers think the creature has
the proportions of a whale that has
wandered inland through an under·
ground seaway .
Whatever the description, tbe pbenomenon .bas become an attraction.
And it's become a controversy as
well. Critics say the sightings have
been illusions, and the monster is a
figment of copycat imagination; they
point out that no real evidence of a
creature bas been found now in
almost 400 years.
Still, the true believers are legion.
And they include a good many
upstanding citizens in the Champlain
Valley . Bob Brown, for one, is the
mayor of Port Henry, and he says
that the monster has been seen by too
many people to be fictitious: "I mean,
think about it. Two hundred witnesses
can't be wrong."
The mayor keeps a reference list of

~

w0 ~--

the people who say they have seen the
creature. He files it in a box with
other monster memorabilia. " Look
here," he says, "the proof. We had a
state trooper see it once. And a man
with Ilia mother. Now, I ask you, wbo
would doubt a ma~t with his mother"..
The mayor admits that many of the
observations have been made by
weekend visitors. But others have
been registered by people he knows.
He says one local carpenter was so
impressed with a sighting that be
hired a tlelicopt,er to conduct a
search, and another native who saw it
took a aeries of photographs.
"Then there is Regina Williams,"
the mayor continues. "She is a woman
who lives on tbe water here, and she's
the only person wbo bas seen the
creature twice. She doesn't think she
saw the same one twice, however. Sbe
thinks there is more than one
monster, and sbe saw two members
of a family ."
That would at least be scientifical·
ly correct. There would have to be a
school of creatures to survive the
centuries. One researcher, Joe
Zarzynski, says there are probably a
dozen to two dozen monsters in the
lake; that is roughly the number it
would take to perpetuate the species.
Zarzynski is an area high-school
teacher, and the foremost authority
on the monster. He is likewise a true
believer. He publishes a monthly
report on the whole matter, and be's
even given the beast a name. He calls
it " beluaaquatica cbamplainiensis,"
which means tbe huge creature of
Lake Champlain.
Zarzynski says the mons~r could
be a surviving remnant of prehistoric
times. He says that two possibilities

have been suggested: One is that the
creature \s a plesiosaurus, a thing
with a bloated body; the other is that
it's a zeuglodon, a snake with a rippled back. Both animals are thought
to have been extiDct for miWODI of
years.
Or it may be something less exotic.
Bob Brown says it may merely be a
big eel. Tbe mayor says eels used to
be so plentiful in the lake that they
were fished commercially, and tbey
are still common to tbe waters. "I've
seen them up to 6 feet long," he adds.
"Maybe there are some real
granddaddies."
Maybe. In any case Port Henry is
taking advantage of the possibility.
Because it is good for village busi·
ness. The Chamber of Commerce bas
proclaimed that Port Henry is "the
home" of tbe monster, and it bas
erected a sign liating 110 people bere
who have spotted the elusive creature.
Tbe village has also put its muscle
wbert the tourist money is. It's
moved to protect its property. Mayor
Brown says that, on occasion, some
people have bragged about shooting
at strange things in the lake, and so, a
few years ago, Port Henry passed a
law against killing whatever in the
world is out there.

Maybe 'Nessie'
will go for bait
EDINBURGH, Scotland (AP) - The annual monster-hunting
season Is In full swing at Loch Ness, and a fiberglas.., tube baited
with live fish is the latest trap being laid for "Nessie."
"I am convinced there is something down there, but the only
way to prove it to the world is to catch it," said·Stephen Whittle, a
25-year-old civil service clerk who is spending his summer holiday
monster-hunting.
Undaunted by mounting skepticism that Nessie exists, Whittle
starts his quest In two weeks, his $25,000 expedition funded by a
vodka distiller.
Records dating from the sixth century report hundreds of sightIn~ of large, strange creatures in the 24-mile-long, 754-foot-deep
loch between Inverness and Fort William. However, scientific inves·
ligation has brought no decisive results.
Theories have ranged from otters, giant eels or birds taking
night to tricks or light on the dark lake waters or masses or decomposing vegetation blown to the surface by gas. If a monster exists,
sclenttsts have speculated, It could be descended from a dinosaur
trapped in the loch since the Ice Age.
Pranksters have used rubber models, photographed at night to
rE"Semble a huge beast plodding along the shore.
Fifty years ago a London newspaper published what it called
"conclusive evidence" - a photo of two large footprints by the loch .
They turned out to have been formed with an umbrella stand fashIoned from a hippo's root.
However, many people who live near the loch profess to be
finn believers in Nessie's existence. While they are the butt or many
a joke, they're not complaining. The monster myth brings I 00,000
tourists a year to the remote lake.
Whittle and a band of about 30 helpers are building their 60·
foot-long, 20-foot-wlde trap at the lakeside. A helicopter will lower it
Into the water Aug. 28 and suspend it 30 feet below a floating
platronn.
Live fish will be put inside the tube In hopes of tempting Nessie,
aad a rour-man crew on the platronn will monitor the tube through
cameras and electronic sensors.
If anything large and mysterious takes the bait, a trap door will
seal the tube.
Nessie will then be winched to the surface, filmed, examined
and put back into the water. "We don't want to harm it in any way,"
Whittle said In a telephone Interview Tuesday from the site.
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Staff Reporter
Legend has it that Bigfoot comes down from the
mountains this time of year for a convention with
his mates at Harrison Lake.
So maybe the sasquatch two men believe they
saw at the Agassiz garbage dump on the weekend
was on his way there.
In any case, the creature shot off before they
could get a good look· or a clear picture.
William Bedry, 58, of Burnaby, and Gord Flanders, 30, of Agassiz, saw what looked like a suquatch scurrying up a gravel hill at the dump
Saturday night. Bedry managed to grab a lew distant Polaroid shots of what might be a auquatch,
but the pictures showed only a dark, blUI'I'ed form.
"It had big claws and large teeth. It nwst ha.-e
been at least six feet tall and more than 200
pounds."
The two men agreed what they saw certainly
wasn't a bear because it ran on hind legs.
But could it have been a prankster?
Flanders figured it was too dangerous for anyone to dress up like a Sasquatch because he might
get shot by a hunter.
Meanwhile, sasquatch expert Rene Dahlnden
said the sighting added "another piece to the mystery."
He said if such a creature could ever be caucht.
the implications "would be mind-boggling theft's too many reliable witnesses to say the
whole thing is a hoax."

~

By JOHN W. MOODY
Retlater Staff Wrt&er
The burning question around 801
Star these days is:
" Who took giant steps to interrupt
the fishing trip of Kenneth Williams
and his nephew, Lynn Wages?"
Today, the two have a memory.
and a pluter cut of IOOlething
which has six toe., no claws and a
long atride.
The memory is as vivid as the
plaster cast.
Two days ago, the two were
fishing between 1-35 and the old toll
bridge.
Suddenly, Lynn said, "Look at
thatl" Kenneth looked.
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"We saw something move. It was
big, hairy, either black or dark
brown. About the aarne time these
horse• started raising cane,"
WUllams said.
"We waited a few minutes and
decided It was time to move out.''
That would have probably been
the end of the story, had anyone
believed the two fllhennen . But
when they repeated what they aaw,
some doubt was cut on the whole
tale.

"So we went back with some
plaster and took cuts of foot·
~ prints," Williams said.
H
"We found several prints, but
~ only one was really good."
What came out was that
something quite heavy had been in
the neighborhood. The cast showed
the creature had six toes, no claws .
No one as yet is really certain

~

what kind of hairy creature LS
moving about.

.... photo., Alclll.ouiiiWWt
Wllll•m Bedry'a Po•rold shots of 'auqumch' were not clellr.

But if you go fishing in the area,
watch your step - and his.
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A down-to-earth idea on falling fish
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By Lew Scarr
Shiff Writer

Those fish? The ones that fell from the
sky in Bonita last week?
Thread fin shad. Or, if you are into
families, the species petemense from the
genus dolYJS()ma.
You will remember that last week as
A.D. Ellmers and his wife, Neva, and a
neighbor, Walter Davies, were whiling
away an early evening in the driveway of
the Ellmers' Bonita home, these little fish
began falling around them from a cloudless sky.
The fish pelted the asphalt and they

pelted the hard, bare ground with harsh,
wet splats, and they fell softly onto the
lawn and the gardens in the quiet suburban neighborhood.
Concerned that no one would believe
this wondrous thing that was happening,
Ellmers scooped up some of the fish for
proof and put them in his freezer.
After the event was reported here and
then around the nation, Ellmers heard
from various people who thought that,
well, he was not quite right - that fish,
creatures of the waters, do not fall from
skies, particularly dry, cloudless skies.
Some callers insisted that what hap-

TRIBUNE, Lewiston, ID - Aug. 5, 1984

pened that night at the home of A.D. and
Neva Ellmers was some kind of a sign.
But Ellmers also heard .from a practical, scientific source, Richard Rosenblatt,
a marine biologist at Scripps Institution
of Oceanography, who wanted very much
to identify the fish.
"It is very, very unusual," Rosenblatt
said of the falling ftsh, "but not unprecedented. Personally, I have never been involved in a rain of ftsh and I wanted to
find out what they were."
He wanted to examine the ftsh to determine their kind and thereby sugest
where they came from.

MERCURY, Leicester, England
Oct. 2, 1984 CR: T. Good

A Leicester scientist is researching one of the
most mysterious ancient sites in the world the huge network of lines scratched into a
barren Peruvian desert.
Dr. Clive Ruggles. of
Leicester University joined
an American team this stlmmer. mapping out the lines
which cover an area ten
miles Jon~ and live miles
wide. Computers at LciC<~s
tcr University will be used
~~~~~~?.s the mass of data
' 'lt"s a weird feeling
because you arc dealing
with people who did this
1.500 years ago nnd you
have got no connection With
them or what motivated
them," he said.
This was the first time a
team of scientists had taken
a S<'rious look at the lines.
Some individuals had
observed the site ancl all
sons of theories existed
about the stranJ.:c ligures

ranging from ancient rites
to UFO launch pads.
"It was amazing
just
going to a place so diiTercnt.
and a place which I had
heard so much about. .. he
said.
Dr. Ruggles lectures in
computin~; studies. but has
spent several years studying astronomical practice
in ancient Britain and other
countries.

Four years
"The visiting team agreed
that some of the lines were
astronomically aligned:· he
said. "But they dispute that
the alignments were exact
or that their purpose, in our
tenns, was sophisticated ...
The team from Colgate
University in New York has
been working on the site for
the last four summers.
Dr. Ruggles now faces !he
prospect of pmgrammmg
all the infonnation into
computers. with the hope of
casting some genuine new
lights on the aucient lines.

However, through no fault of Ellmers,
the samples that he had so carefully preserved had been thrown out like so much
old fish. And color newspaper photographs of the fish were not helpful, either.
But Ellmers, a retired and ever-resourceful financial planner, was not to be
deterred. Two days after the rain of fish
he was able to scout along the protected
borders of his driveway and in his lawn
and find carcasses - . fast-fading carcasses, to be sure - of the little fish from
above.
These he whisked off to Scripps Institution - and, sure enough, Rosenblatt was able to make an ID.
"I thought from the first that they
were some kind of herring," Rosenblatt said. "I began counting parts."
That, apparently, is the way experts identify fish when they have
only the bones and a little bit more.
Particularly, Rosenblatt counted the
scutes on the belly.
That is right, scutes, pronounced
skewts as in s/cewer. It has som&
thing to do with the thick scales that
still managed to hang around on this
particular species of shad, the thread
fin shad, so-called because it bas an
elongated dorsal fin. Rosenblatt said
it is a freshwater fish, a kind of herring, commonly planted in lakes for
bass food.
And while Sweetwater Reservoir
bas not been open for fishing for 40
years, Dan Floyd, water treatment
operator there, said the lake, about 2
miles from the Ellmers' home, has a
natural population of shad.
Floyd does not remember any funnel cloud over the lake, one e.xplanation ·for the phenomenon. He rather
thinks the siy transfer of ftsh, if it
were done from Sweetwater, was the
work of four pelicans often seen in
the area.
"They may have scooped up some
of the fish and then got in some kind
of scuffle over where the Ellmers
live and dropped them," Floyd said.
Ellmers rather likes that explanation. "So many people thought I was
some kind of nut," he said. "Some
even wanted me to say I thought it
was a divine sign.
"I don't see it as anything like that.
It was just a bunch of fish falling out
of the sky."
And pelicans brought them and
pelicans dropped them. That is so
much more down-to-earth.

JOURNAL, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada - Sept. 1, 1984

Creature is Loch Ness-type,
hair or fur on body, man says
Stories By
CHRIS VAN KRIEKEN
Journal Staff Writer
A man documenting repeated
appearances of a creature in a remote nonhero Alberta lake says
residents and visitors are seeing a
Loeb Ness-type monster.
The creature on Christina Lake,
145 km south of Fort McMurray,
is at leas• five metres long - if
not longer - and appears to have
either hair or fur on its body, said
Randy Sampietro, whose father
has operated a fishing lodge on
the lake for 12 years.
"I think it's a Loeb Ness monster," said Sampietro, an oil patch
. driller from Lac La BiCbe. "If it's
. a fish. it's got to be an awfully big
fish. (And) a fish wouldn't break
the surface and put its head above
the water. They do not dive and
leave air bubbles and tw~foot
waves."
Sampietro has spent a year collectin& the names of 16 people
who have seen the creature in the
last five yean.

In July, he turned the names
over to the Provincial Fish and
Wildlife Department, which wants
to give the list to 'Jim Butler, a
University of Alberta wildland
recreation professor, when he returns to work next week.
Butler and two colleagues recently travelled to Saddle Lake
175 km nonheast of Edmonton, t~
examine repeated reports of another lake creature.
Sampietro has heard of sightings dating back to the days when
only natives wandered through
the area, but his father. Ron, has
heard reports only in the last 13

yean.

Ron also believes he may have
been the last person to have

sighted the creature, when it surfaced 23 metres from his boat on
July 3.

"It was a beD of a sighting."
said Ron. "It was a spooky thing.
It just gave a penon the shivers."
He believes be may have seen
only the creature's back because
there was no visible head. The

part that surf aced appeared to be
covered in hair and was about one
metre long and not quite a metre
high.
His son estimated the creature
was at least five metres long- if
not longer- from the glimpses he
and other people have had of iL
The Fish and Wildlife Departmen t had hoped to examine the
lake later this month while doing
an inventory on fish habitat. but
the project may be delayed until
the spring because of other priorities, said Ray Makowecki, director for northern Alberta.
Makowecki still planned to tum
Sampietro's list over to Butler,
who ap~.ued interested in the
Christina Lake sightings when
told of them while examining the
reports in Saddle Lake. Butler
could not be reached for comment.
But Makowecki added. "we
can't explain that there would be
something unusal or UDCXplainable now in those lakes. We (the
department) are oot coovioc::ed
there is something."
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Did Bill Bedry photograph a sasquatch?
I
d eems p h otos fftCOftCIUSIVe
•
I
8JCBIU8R08E

Ul BeclrJ llid IIODday be
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~Dear Apui.z OD the week-
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~xpert

•

e.a,, a BurDaby resideot, Aid be

-..tome people don't

believe in

. . .. But tbat's okay. He didn't use en, were beside a gravel pit. be said,
• Wiew iD ibe legendary ape-like when be saw the creature about 35 to

continuing to sUp downward on loote
rocks, before It disappeared from
view.
One photOgraph, be said, shows the
creature's face . The other two are
profiles.
Bedry described the creature as
well over 183 centimetres (six feet)
tall, weighing between 135 and 180
ldlognms (300 to 400 pounda), hairy
and running on its bind l~s.
It waa, be insisted, definitely a satquatch, and be doesn't care if people
don'tbeUeveblm.
"llmow bean and llmow coupn
and I lmow every other damned animal. I'm a bunter. What else would it
be unless some circus was around
and an ape got loote? What else Is It?
It'seottobe ... tblstbiftljustwalked
like a human being."
Bedry said be and Flanden then
got back into the van and retumed to

eNtunaettber.
45metreaaway.
Be's ehaD&ed his mind, be says,
nanden was driving, be said, and·
lfiDiueejq ODe ia a gravel pit.
be was in the passenger seat.
.U. t. 1111 be's lOt photographs
Bedry, 58, a retired apartment
.. ...,. it.
manager with a bad heart, said be
AI a matter of fact, Bedry wants to watched the creature trJin1 to climb
.atbe~pba.Heto&dTbeSuD outofthegravelpltintothewoods.
ta.~ lor free, but wants t50 for
"At fint it looked like a bear, but
priDtsoftbe pbotograpba.
when we got rilbt up to it I knew It
Uan photographer Steve Bosch wasn't a bear because I've ld1lecl a
Mtr Bedry's photographs and said couple in my time." Bedry said be
a..-sareofanlDdlJtlnct,dark~ and Flanden got to within about 30
jftlapinat a dark bacll&rouncl. He metres of the creature.
sakttbtywouldDOtreprodueeweUon
"It looked hairy and everything
DeWiprint.)
else and made one beD of a racket."
.Aaaquatcb expert wbo viewed tbe
He described the sound as "a big
~said tbe7 are not coaclusive. bowling scream, I peas you'd call il
WrJ said the sicbtlng occurred ItscaredthebeUoutofus."
..., Alallll about 8: SO p.m. Satur·
Bedry said be took three photos of
4tr.
the creature, wblch bad elveil up
.ill aad hls buddJ, Gordoa Fland· trying to dlmb out of the plt after

Cow killed by mutilators
on farm in Enumclaw area
by Dave Birkland
Times staff reporter

Karen Phillips says she and her
daughters are fnghtenf'd and their
chtldn•n aren't bemg allowed outstdf to play after a cow was
mutilated and ktlled on the famtly
farm m•ar Enumclaw .
"We don't feel safe at night.
We' rp not slePping well." Phillips
satd ypstf'rday, two dnys after onP
of her cows \~as found mutilated In
a grove of trees m a pasture near
11Pr home. The ani mal's genitals
had been removed and it had been
cut about the abdomen .
Although it was the only animal
muttlatton rPported recently in
Kmg County. Phtllips said the
inctdent has put her netghbors and
the community on edge. The area
is a stronghold of catt le and dairy
farms and horse ranches.
Phtlltps isn't sure why the
<~ntmal was ktlled. but she has her
susptctons.
"I would have to say 11 was
prol>ably done for some sort of
ntual ... - she satd. explammg that
the cuts on the animal were very
precise. obviously done l>y some·
one "who knew what they were
lloing ."
·
Phtlltps satd si1P and hPr netghbors art> concerned that pPopiP
responstbiP for a stnng of horse
muttlattons 111 Pterce Count v m the
past 10 years may be moving mto
Kmg County.
The PtPrce County s heriff's

POST, Washington, DC - Oct. 2, 1984

Ice Chunk Came From Leaky Plane Plumbing
By Ruth Marcus
WlollllnctGft Poll 8tatf wrtter

ScientifiC tests have solved the mystery of the
basketball-size chunk of green ice that fell Chicken
Little-style onto an Eastern Shore trailer park last
month.
The heated debate over the frozen green blob
from the blue had focused on whether the chunk
waa an ice meteor or merely frozen refuse from an
airplane's leaky lavatory.
Cbemical analyses conducted at the University of
Marylaod and the University of Pennsylvania have
yielded identical results supporting the more mundane explanation. The melted remains of the ice,
according to john Lutz, an amateur investigator of
bizarre phenomena who commissioned the tests,
were definitely of earthly origin-a sanitizing agent
combined with urine.

TIMES, Seattle, WA

"It looks like it was from a passing plane after all,"
said Lutz, who had backed the ice meteor theory.
Lutz said he had informed the Maryland police trooper, who responded to the call about the ice chunk and
was saving~ of the sample in a mayonnaise jar.
Fred Farrar of the Federal Aviation Administra·
tion, which had been investigating the incident, said
the agency had had no luck uncovering the leaking
culprit. He said the ice chunks form when there is
an outside leak in the holding tank used to store
refuse from airplane toilets. The leaked liquid
freezes at high altitudes and is shaken off by the
plane's vibrations. It falls of its own weight, or
comes unglued at lower altitudes.
Meanwhile, Lutz is looking into another ice chunk,
two feet across, that feU Sept. 23 in Perryman, Mel.
Whether from ice meteon or airplanes, Lutz said,
"these things are dropping out of the sky like hotcakes.•

POST-STANDARD, Syracuse, NY - Aug. 29, 1984
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Tesla~s
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Rehabilitation

Who invented the first radio?
Guglielmo Marconi , right? Wrong.
Who thought up the system for
distributing electric power that is
now used throughout the world?
Thomas Edison, right? Wrong.

CR: T. Adams

Rancher insists no human
walked with the dinosaurs
GLEN ROSE - A rancher who
worked for biblical researchers
seeking to debunk the theory of
evolution now Insists that, contrary to their claims, no ancient
human footprints were found
alongside dinosaur tracks in a
Texas riverbed.
The footprints long have been
used by literal believers of the Bible as evidence that humans coexisted with the dinosaurs whose
prints litter the Paluxy River bottom south of Fort Worth.
Dinosaurs, most scientists believe. lived millions of years before humans appeared on Earth.
"I can safely say I have seen no
science in their (creationist research) activities," rancher Alfred
West said. "The facts have flat
been dismissed."
Creationist Carl Baugh t.as repeatedly claimed "man tracks"

were found along the riverbank.
West not only helped with the excavation. but sold Baugh and his
associates the site, where they
built their Creation Evidences

Museum.
"I worked for two years under
the assumption that we would be
looking for scientific evidence and
then If we did not find it, we
would announce it to the public,"
West said.
"In the face of all this evidence,
he (Baugh) has continued on telling the public he has man tracks
when they're not."
Baugh's prints were "totally
contrived from his irnaginatioJ:t,"
West claimed.
Scientists have long disputed
Baugh's find~.
"When wetted, they (Baugh's
'man tracks') show they are much
larger prints (than those of humans) and have the familiar three
toes of a dinosaur," said Kyle Da-

CR: B. Pittman

Meteor Theocy Melted

officE> lists 28 cases of .animal
mutilation in the past several
years in that county.
King County police have con·
tacted Pierce County detectives
regarding the cow mutilation, but
so far there is no evidence to link
the cases in the two counties, said
King County police Sgt. John
Jackson . supervisor or detectives
at the Southeast Precinct.
Jackson said police have no
idea who is responsible or why the
animal was killed.
The mutilations in Pierce County are equally mysterious. No one
has been arrested there.
Phillips said she found the
animal early Wednesday afternoon
and the veterinarian who exam·
ined the heifer estimated that it
had been killed overnight or during
the early-morning hours of the
same day. It was round lying
alongside a calf it had just given
btrth to. Phillips said .
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United Press International

Flanden's bouse their wives were
playingeards.
"We bad a couple of been reaDy
fast to settle down because we were
sbaldq lib beD."
Flanden, 30, an Apsalz resident.
said be was showing Bedry around
the area, about five kilometres northwestoftheupperFraserValleytown,
wbentbeysawthecreature.
AD UDemployed cab driver, Fland·
en said It was either a sasquatcb or
some other animal than a bear. "It
movedveryqulckly.
"It's some type of creature, and it
more than likely Is a sasquatcb. I
can't say for sure it was a saaquatcb,
but It definitely was not a bear because a bear can not run on its biDd
legs.
"I kind of believe in sasquatcbes
now because what I saw is some kind
of creature. Like I say, it wasn't IDY

bear, and I've never teen anything
Uke that before."
Flanden said two men and several
dogs returned to the site Sunday and
found a footpriDt and a broken
branch nearby. The men couldn't
find any other lmprbrts because of
the loose rock and they dicl not locate
thecreature,beadded.
Rene Dabinden, 54, a Richmond
resident who reclaims lead shot at
the Vancouver Gun Club, says be's
been studying sasquatcbes since
1966.
Asked whether be believes they
exist, Dabinden said; "WeD, taking
everything into cons&deratlon, I'm
leaning in the clirection, In all possibWty, that there are saaquatcbes."
Dahlnden, 54, said be coDSlden
there is "overwhelming evidence or
ind.icatiODS" that the creature, also
1mown as Bigfoot, does exilt.
"But then taking into eooskleratlon
the scientific lmpllcations of the
existence of the sasquatcb- it's
miDcl boggliq, you lmow, to 111 the
least. Tbe scientists tell me lt would
be an lncredlble upbeaval, I quea, In

vies, who studied the region and
holds a master's degree in
paleontology.
Baugh. who holds atheology degree. claimed to have found 47
human tracks, many of which
were eroded . He also claimed to
have discovered paths of human
prints showing left and right
patterns.
Baugh's findings were included
in a movie called "Footprints in
Stone" and a book by creationist
John Morris.
But, West insisted, "I've never
seen a path. and I've been right
there."
Baugh, who was unavailable for
comment Thursday, reported the
human tracks ranged from 16 to
25 inches. He said that probably
meant giants and normal-sized
people coexisted 4,800 years ago,
roughly the time at which he
placed the great flood described in
&tnesis.

Whether or not the popular board
game " Trivial Pursuit" acknowledges it. the fact is that Nikola
Tesla , not Marconi or Edison . is the
father of the radio and electric
power transmission .
In fact, the U.S. Supreme Court
overturned Marconi 's patent for
radio transmi ssion in 1943 because
they determined Tesla's achievements had preceded Ma rconi 's.
The Croati an immigrant who
died 41 years ago is also credited
with developing th e bladcless
steam turbine a nd the radio-guided
torpedo. But his fame has been obscured, partly due to the mythologizing of his rival inventors. partly
due to the bizarre twists of his own
personality. This year, the centennial of his arrival in America , is
likely to mark the overdue rehabilitation of his reputation .
The lifelong bachelor conducted
his experiments in laboratories in
Manhattan, and later in Colorado,.
where a symposium was recently
held in his honor. At his hillside
laboratory in Colorado Springs,
Tesla built an 80-foot tower, a 122foot mast, and huge coils to explore
the nature of electricity. His contraptions generated millions of
volts and sent arcs of artificial

lightning 135 feet in the air - a
feat that has never been repli·
catcd.
Over the years, Tesla has been
lionized by small bands of loyalists
- among them serious scientists
impressed by his ideas, and cultists
who claimed he landed on a space
ship from Venus. In his later years.
the lonely inventor's principal
source of companionship wa s pigeons.
Many of Tesla 's ideas were so far
ahead of their time that they were
laughed at in !Tl{)re conventional
circles . Decades before the concepts of space communication and
satellite transmission became reality, Tesla theorized that messages
could be sent any distance without
wires. As early as 1900, he proposed that what we now know as
radar could help locate ships at sea .
Some scientists today claim that .
Tesla's hypothetical designs today
could be used to erect a defense
shield along the lines of the controversial " Star Wars" space weapons
system proposed by President Reagan .
Tesla claimed he received messages from distant planets, and developed a morbid fear of germs,
as well as a fascination with numbers divisible by three. Yet eccentricity is no bar to genius - indeed,
it is usually a prerequisite . It's
about time Nikola Tesla joined the
pantheon of germinal thinkers revered for their remarkable
achievements.
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